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Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
B y  A D R I E N N E  C o R N W A L L

Whether at home, at work or 
in the world at large, his-
tory often repeats itself. 
By examining closely and 
learning from our past, the 

future can hold different outcomes. Contributors 
in this issue of The Philadelphia Lawyer offer a 
perspective on how the world was, and how it can 
be in the future.

In our cover story, Thomas G. Wilkinson and 
Joseph A. Sullivan take us back in time to the days 
of Alexander Hamilton, the quintessential “Phila-
delphia lawyer,” by visiting with some of today’s 
practitioners who are keeping his tradition alive. 
These standout attorneys eschew the cynicism 
surrounding the state of the legal profession and 
pursue justice for their clients without prejudice, 
proving that the Philadelphia lawyer is indeed 
“Alive and Well.” 

In his retelling of a roller-coaster representation 
of a young Orthodox Jewish man, Steve LaCheen 
looks through the lens of hindsight to reveal that 
what he thought were wins were actually losses in 
the larger picture of his client’s mysterious and 
tragic life. “A Sentence for Structuring” follows the 
case’s ups, downs and ultimate consequences.

Fifteen years ago, law firms were just begin-
ning the process of incorporating the concept of 
diversity into their business culture. At that time, 
the Philadelphia Bar Association’s Minorities in 
the Profession Committee drafted the Statement 
of Goals for the Retention and Promotion of Mi-
norities, a landmark document that encouraged 
firms around the city to take a serious look at their 
cultures. Today, obstacles to diversity look and feel 
different as they have evolved along with the defi-
nition of diversity itself. In “Diversity Now,” Dr. 
Sean Kathleen Lincoln and I try to paint a picture 
of the subtle differences between the obstacles of 
yesterday and today.

Philadelphia has the privilege and responsibility 
to maintain a rich inheritance of cultural treasures, 
from The Dream Garden to The Gross Clinic. In 
“Local Treasures,” attorney Sharon M. Erwin ana-
lyzes local and foreign policies on cultural heritage 

and ways in which Philadelphia can capitalize on 
its current absence of a work-specific crisis after a 
flurry of high-profile situations. 

Looking forward to November, America has the 
benefit of two elections’ worth of case law from 
litigation resulting from contested presidential 
races. “History Lessons,” by Gregory M. Harvey, 
distills the major issues from 2000 and 2004, 
as well as the legislative remedies enacted in re-
sponse to the lawsuits that may be tested in this 
year’s campaign. 

Finally, offering an alternative perspective on 
our last issue’s Advocate piece on the city’s tax 
structure, Jonathan M. Stein revisits his role on 
the Tax Reform Commission by exploring the 
downside of cutting the Business Privilege Tax. 
In “No Magic Bullet,” Stein outlines the reasons 
behind his dissenting opinion on the commission 
and his recommendations on how the city can 
reach a brighter, more solvent future. 

Exploring the past with objectivity can be chal-
lenging, yet it can also reap great rewards for the 
future. Armed with awareness and an understand-
ing of context, we can shape the course of our own 
legacy for future generations.                                 n

Adrienne Cornwall is managing editor of  
The Philadelphia Lawyer. Her e-mail address is 
acornwall@philabar.org.
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“Diversity Now” offers a glimpse at how diversity 
efforts have changed since the issue became more 
prominent a few decades ago.
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n Law Firm Mergers and Lawyer Transfers. The practice of law has 
changed dramatically in the past fifteen years. Hundreds of firms 
have merged, creating megafirms with offices across the country. 
Mid-sized firms are drying up or being absorbed. Every year hun-
dreds of partners and associates transfer from firm to firm and will 
continue to do so. Are partners now simply the equivalent of junior 
corporate vice presidents to be replaced as the economy dictates? Is 
this good for the bar? Is it good for the clients? 

n Too Many Law Graduates? Are the law schools turning out too 
many lawyers? Will they all find jobs in the law profession? Are the 
law schools giving the graduates a realistic picture of the practice 
of law? Apparently there is a significant movement in this area, as 
the ABA publishes a book Non Legal Careers for Lawyers, now in its 
fifth edition.

n Contract Attorneys. Currently many large firms employ large 
numbers of what are described as con-
tract attorneys who are employed on an 
as-needed basis, with no hopes of be-
coming a partner or moving up in the 
firm. Is this a good practice? Is this a 
procedure that will become a permanent 
part of the law practice?

n The Disappearing General Practitio-
ner. With the growth of the mega law 
firms, what has happened to the small-
office general practitioner who has tra-
ditionally served the general public and 
small businesses? Is this a dying breed? 
Do the law schools even mention this 
part of the practice?

n Alternative Billing. The law firms are 
wedded to billing by the hour. We have 
seen numerous articles suggesting alter-
native billing. Is this realistic? 

n Who Will Train the Trial Lawyers? 
Despite all the emphasis on mediation 
and settlement, some cases simply won’t 

settle, and there must be qualified trial law-
yers who can face a jury or complex bench 
trial. Where will those persons gain their 
experience? It is not a skill learned from 
a book or a CLE course. There are fewer 
and fewer skilled trial lawyers in the upper 
ranks of large firms. We can’t go on say-
ing pro bono cases will provide that experi-
ence.  

 n Appointment of Federal Magistrates to 
Federal District Court. In the Eastern Dis-
trict of Pennsylvania there has never been 
a federal magistrate judge that has been 
appointed to the bench as a federal district 

court judge. In some other federal districts, magistrate judges are 
selected as district judges, taking advantage of the training and ex-
perience of the magistrate judges. The Northern District of Illinois 
has done it several times. We have very talented and experienced 
magistrate judges in the Eastern District. Why not here? We would 
like to hear from former magistrate judges and former district 
court judges, and especially the United States Senators from Penn-
sylvania on the subject.

If you are interested in voicing your opinion on any of these sub-
jects, or other topics you feel are relevant to the practice of law to-
day, please contact me to discuss the requirements.

Peter Vaira, a member of the editorial board of The Philadelphia 
Lawyer, is a partner in the law firm of Vaira & Riley, P.C. His e-mail 
address is p.vaira@vairariley.com.
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frOm THE EdITOr

Pen to Paper
By PETER VAIRA
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I have the honor to serve as the editor of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer magazine for the next 
year. During this time, I would like to see the 
magazine become a forum to explore many 
of the major issues that face the legal profes-

sion today. I would like to see articles or commentaries 
from members of the bar or other professionals on the 
following subjects.

Jeff Lyons

“I would like to 
see the magazine 
become a forum 
to explore many 

of the major issues 
that face the legal 

profession.”





n diversity n job trends n law school enrollment n necrology n

BriefsBriefsBriefs
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Bucking current downward economic 
trends, nearly half of law firms and 

legal departments indicated in a recent 
survey that they expect to hire more law-
yers in the next year.  Only 3 percent ex-
pected reductions in their attorney staff-
ing, according to a survey conducted by 
an independent research firm for Robert 
Half Legal, a legal staffing firm.

Hiring was expected to increase in 
several specialty practice areas related to 
an expected downturn in the economy. 
About 25 percent of sur-
vey respondents predicted 
hiring in bankruptcy, and 
another 24 percent indi-
cated litigation as another 
growth area. Ethics and 
corporate governance was 
expected to see growth, 
according to  about 17 
percent of lawyers who re-
sponded to the survey.  

“Caseloads are rising, 
both in corporate legal de-
partments and within law 
firms,” said Robert Half 
Legal Executive Director 
Charles Volkert. “A high-
er volume of litigation and 
an ongoing focus on cor-
porate governance man-
dates continue to drive 
legal hiring activity.”

Attorney
hiring may 
grow despite
economy A full 100 percent of large U.S. 

firms surveyed reported hav-
ing a diversity committee at 

the firm, according to a new survey 
conducted by Altman Weil, a man-
agement consulting firm for the le-
gal industry. The 2008 Flash Survey 
on the Diversity Director Position in 
Large Law Firms revealed that the 
80 participating firms from the Am-
Law 200 saw increased focus on di-
versity at their firms.

“This year, for the first time, more 
than half of law firms surveyed re-
port having a diversity director,” said 

Virginia Essandoh, an Altman Weil 
senior consultant. “This continuing 
investment in diversity is a positive 
sign, and is reflected in recent indus-
try studies showing some increases 
in large firms’ diversity demograph-
ics.” Increasingly, diversity managers 
at firms are lawyers at the firm who 
still have a billable hours require-
ment, which researchers indicate 
may dilute diversity efforts. “Diver-
sity directors consistently tell us that 
the position requires total focus in 
order to do it well,” Essandoh said. 
“Putting practicing lawyers in this 
role almost certainly reduces the 
overall effectiveness of firms’ diver-
sity efforts.” 

Law firm diversity directors have 
varied responsibilities, including 
participation in recruiting, hiring, 
professional development, and to a 
lesser extent lawyer compensation 
and partner reviews. Primarily, they 
are charged with developing and ex-
ecuting goals to increase diversity at 
the firm and develop programs for 
firm employees to increase aware-
ness of diversity issues.

Firm spending on diversity efforts 
is up slightly, with compensation for 
diversity managers increasing 5.1 
percent from 2007 to $184,000 and 
budget allocation reaching about 
$477,500.

Diversity Programs Expand
in Largest U.S. Law Firms
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Law schools saw only a slight increase in total 
enrollment for the 2007-08 school year, with 

women and minorities showing opposite growth 
trends, according to a new American Bar Associa-
tion report.

The ABA Section of Legal Education and Ad-
missions to the Bar report gathered data from 
198 law schools. The statistics showed that total 
enrollment increased by less than half of a per-
cent, from 141,031 in the 2006-07 academic year 
to 141,433 in 2007-08, while first-year enrollment 
was flat across the same timeframe.

Total enrollment by women dropped by .1 per-
cent in that time, despite a 2.4 percent increase 
in first-year female enrollment from the previous 
year. 

Minorities showed flat total enrollment at 21.6 
percent of total enrollment and a slight gain of .9 
percent of first-year enrollment. The gain in first-
year enrollment was offset by total enrollment 
growth, reducing minority representation in the 
first-year class from22.4 percent to 22.3 percent.
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Get Published in  
the philadelphia

  
lawyer

The Editorial Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer 
magazine welcomes submissions and is particular-
ly interested in receiving substantive articles from 
attorneys and other professionals in which they 
share their expertise on law-related topics. Articles 
must be original and previously unpublished.

Those interested in submitting manuscripts 
should adhere to the following word counts:

    * Major law-related articles, 2,500 words
    * Other law-related features, 1,500 words
    * Fiction, 1,500 words
    * General interest, 1,250 words
    * Practice areas, 1,000 words
    * Essays or humor, 750 words
    * Book reviews, 500 words

For more information about submitting articles, 
send an e-mail to the Managing Editor at  
tplmag@philabar.org.

JoSePh P. ClArK

May 17, 2008, age 68

SteVen b. GoodmAn

June 16, 2008

Filmore S. hArowitz

May 11, 2008

PAul dAVid henriKSen

April 28, 2008

Sidney b. KloVSKy

May 8, 2008, age 85

JAmeS F. monteith

April 27, 2008, age 71

mArtin bArry PitKow

May 27, 2008

dAVid K. roSCher

June 25, 2008, age 51

JudGe Albert r. SuberS

May 27, 2008

Have you considered a contribution to the Philadelphia Bar 
Foundation in memory of a de ceased colleague?        

for iNformAtioN cAll: 

foundation Executive director Gene Sirni, 215-238-6334

n e c r o l o g y
april 1 to june 30, 2008

Information about recently deceased 
Philadelphia-area lawyers and judges 
should be sent to Managing Editor, The 
Philadelphia Lawyer, Philadelphia Bar 
Association, 1101 Market St., 11th floor, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107-2955 or e-mail 
information to  
tplmag@philabar.org.

Law School Enrollment Dips 
for Women, Up for Minorities

Andrew Hamilton Gala to Celebrate
Heroes of Legal Community

Join your colleagues for the social event of the season 
for the Philadelphia legal community, the Philadel-

phia Bar Foundation’s annual Andrew Hamilton Gala. 
The gala will be held at the 23rd Street Armory on Friday, 
November 1 at 7 p.m. At the gala, the Foundation presents 
the Morris Shuster Fellowships, the Citizens Bank Pro 
Bono Award and the Philadelphia Bar Foundation Award 
to attorneys who have provided outstanding legal services 
to those in need.

Purchase your gala tickets and donate to the Foundation 
online at philadelphiabar.org. Proceeds from the event are 
used for grants to law-related programs in the Philadelphia 
area that assist the indigent, elderly and disabled, as well as 
abused women and children.
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You’re involved in a hotly 
contested divorce case. 
Your client calls to tell 
you he has just obtained 
evidence that will obliter-

ate your opponent’s case: The client has 
accessed his wife’s e-mail and found mes-
sages between his wife and her lawyer that 
contain devastating admissions. Have you 
just been handed the smoking gun that 
will win your case, or are you now facing 
the possibility of disciplinary proceedings 
for reviewing privileged communications? 
Or worse yet, might you be exposing 
yourself to potential civil or criminal 
liability for the unauthorized access 
of an electronic communication? 
This scenario is not uncommon, 
particularly in the family law con-
text, where spouses frequently at-
tempt to access each other’s e-mails 
by both legal and illegal means. 

The Philadelphia Bar Association 
recently issued a major ethics opin-
ion addressing exactly this situation. 
In Opinion 2008-2, published in 
March 2008, the Professional Re-
sponsibility Committee determined 
that a lawyer confronted with simi-
lar facts cannot rule out the possibil-
ity that he or she has an affirmative 
duty to use the e-mails without at 
least reviewing their contents. Thus, 
a lawyer should not simply refuse 
to read the e-mails based on the as-
sumption that they are privileged 
communication. 

The facts before the committee 
were as follows: A client was in-
volved in litigation with his ex-wife. 
The client accessed his ex-wife’s e-
mail through the computer in his 
home, which the ex-wife had used while 
they were married. The ex-wife had not 
changed her password until recently. The 
client told his lawyer that he had obtained 
e-mails between his ex-wife and her attor-
ney that would be extremely harmful to the 
ex-wife (and extremely beneficial to him) 

in their pending case. The client sought to 
introduce the e-mails into evidence in their 
court proceedings. Are the e-mails privi-
leged? If not, is the attorney able to review 
the e-mails and use them in the litigation? 

The committee noted that Rule 4.4 of the 
Rules of Professional Conduct prohibits a 
lawyer from using methods of obtaining 
evidence that violate a person’s legal rights. 
The committee had insufficient informa-
tion about how the client had gained access 
to his ex-wife’s e-mails, and thus it was un-
clear whether the e-mails had been obtained 

illegally. Under Pennsylvania law, the un-
authorized access of another’s computer re-
cords can constitute a third-degree felony. 
In addition, the federal and state Wiretap 
Acts (which prohibit a party from intention-
ally intercepting any wire, oral or electronic 
communication of another) and the federal 

Stored Communications Act (which pro-
hibits a party from intentionally accessing 
a wire or electronic communication while 
it is in electronic storage without authoriza-
tion) also provide for civil and criminal li-
ability. In its opinion, the committee placed 
the onus on the lawyer to familiarize him-
self or herself with any applicable criminal 
and civil laws, and then determine exactly 
how the client gained access to the e-mails 
before deciding whether or how to proceed. 
If criminal or civil liability is a real possibil-
ity and the client insists on going forward 
with using the e-mails, the committee rec-
ommends that the lawyer seriously con-
sider withdrawing from the representation 
pursuant to Rule 1.16 of the Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct, which allows a lawyer to 
withdraw if the client persists in a course 
of action that the lawyer reasonably believes 
to be criminal or that the lawyer considers 
repugnant. The withdrawal, however, can-

not violate the lawyer’s duty of con-
fidentiality to the client.

If the lawyer determines that there 
is no risk of criminal or civil liability, 
the lawyer should not assume that 
the e-mails are privileged communi-
cations and elect not to use them in 
the litigation. The committee noted 
that the mere fact that the e-mails 
were between the ex-wife and her 
attorney did not render them privi-
leged per se. The privilege between 
attorney-client communications ex-
tends only to communication that is 
“for the purpose of securing primar-
ily either an opinion of law or legal 
services.” Thus, the lawyer has to 
review the e-mails in order to deter-
mine whether they are privileged. 
Although not addressed in the 
opinion, the question remains as to 
who should conduct the review. For 
caution’s sake, the attorney might 
consider asking another attorney in 
the firm, such as the firm’s loss pre-
vention partner or ethics expert, to 
review the materials. 

If the client obtained the e-mails 
legally and the communications are 

not privileged, does the lawyer still have a 
duty to notify opposing counsel that the e-
mails have inadvertently come into the cli-
ent’s possession? Pursuant to Rule 4.4(b) of 
the Rules of Professional Conduct, the law-
yer’s duty is limited to notifying the sender. 
The rule is silent as to whether the lawyer 

ETHIcS  By MEREDITh BRENNAN

To Read or Not to Read
Are E-mails Between An Opponent 
And Opposing Counsel Privileged?

© Images.com/Greg Hargreaves
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must return the inadvertently disclosed 
documents and/or whether the lawyer can 
use the information in litigation. 

The committee concluded that because a 
lawyer has a duty to abide by the client’s de-
cisions concerning the representation, and 
because in this case the client sought to use 
the e-mails in the litigation, the lawyer may 
have an affirmative duty to use the e-mails 
in the litigation if they would significantly 
advance the client’s interests, assuming 
the e-mails were legally obtained and not 
privileged. Although the opinion is advisory 
only, it certainly should give us pause about 
our obligations to understand the civil and 
criminal ramifications of accessing e-mail, 
as well as the basics about computer tech-
nology, since determining whether a client 
has any civil or criminal liability depends 
upon exactly how a client accessed the other 
party’s e-mail. 

For example, a New Jersey court held in 
White v. White that where a wife obtained a 
husband’s e-mails by hiring a private detec-
tive to retrieve e-mails saved on the comput-
er’s hard drive without using his password, 
the e-mails were not obtained illegally. 
However, a Florida court held in O’Brien v. 
O’Brien that where a wife installed spyware 
on her husband’s computer and intercepted 
the communications as they were transmit-
ted, the e-mails, chats and instant messages 
were obtained illegally. This area of law is 
just evolving, and it is no small task for law-
yers to familiarize themselves with both the 
technological and legal issues involved.

Even more sobering is that a lawyer who 
uses such e-mails obtained by a client could 
herself be subject to criminal or civil liabil-
ity. A recent case from the Eastern District 
of Michigan highlights that exposure. In 
Bailey v. Bailey, a federal lawsuit involving 
claims of wiretap violations, invasion of pri-
vacy and intentional infliction of emotional 
distress arose out of a divorce and custody 
case. The husband accessed the wife’s e-mail 
account by installing keylogger software on 
the computer’s hard drive to learn her pass-
word. The husband provided his attorney 
— who was named as a co-defendant in the 
wife’s subsequent lawsuit — with copies of 
the wife’s e-mails and messages taken from 
the home computer. The e-mails were later 
used as evidence in the parties’ custody trial 
to impeach the wife’s testimony that she 
had not recently used drugs or alcohol. The 
husband was ultimately awarded custody of 
the children.

The wife then filed a civil action against 
her husband and his attorney. While dis-
missing many of the wife’s claims, the court 

did not grant summary judgment with 
respect to her claim that the husband had 
violated the Stored Communications Act by 
accessing her e-mails. (For reasons that are 
unclear, the wife included both her husband 
and his lawyer for violation of the Wiretap 
Act, a count dismissed by the court because 
her e-mails were not intercepted, but in-
cluded only her husband in the count for vi-
olation of the Stored Communications Act.) 
The court also refused to dismiss one of her 
invasion of privacy claims with respect to 
the husband, although it did dismiss it with 
regard to his lawyer because there was no 
evidence that he participated in the intru-
sion. Although the counts against the hus-
band’s lawyer were dismissed in this case, 
it certainly highlights the possibility that to 
the extent a lawyer is complicit, or possibly 
even just cognizant, of the client’s activities 
in accessing another’s e-mails, the lawyer 
could be subject to liability as well.

Although a lawyer’s first instinct may be 
to have a “hands off” policy with regard to e- 
mails or other communication between an 
opponent and opposing counsel, the Phila-
delphia Bar Association’s recent ethics opin-
ion demonstrates this is not a clear-cut issue. 

 Although fraught with landmines, a law-
yer confronting this situation has a respon-
sibility to wade through the technological 
issues of how the client accessed the oppos-
ing party’s e-mail, then examine the various 
federal and state laws to determine whether 
the client risks any criminal or civil liabil-
ity. This is no small feat. The lawyer then 
should determine whether the communi-
cation is privileged in any event, as well as 
seek an ethics opinion, and only then can 
the lawyer determine how to proceed. 

This issue is also a good reminder for 
lawyers to be extremely careful in their 
communication with their own clients, and 
to ensure that the client’s e-mail is not ac-
cessible to the opposing party, whether it be 
a spouse, employer or other third party. No 
lawyer wants to see his or her own e-mail 
with a client used as “Exhibit A.”               n

Meredith Brennan is an associate in the 
family law practice at the law firm of 
Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP 
and co-Chair of the Divorce and Equitable 
Distribution Committee of the Association’s 
Family Law Section. Her e-mail address is 
mbrennan@schnader.com.
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The legal chaos surrounding 
the 2000 Florida presiden-
tial election litigation led 
to major changes is voting 
methods and procedures, 

but the underlying cause of Al Gore’s defeat 
was only indirectly addressed by Congress. 
Gore’s defeat was the proximate result of 
monumental ballot-design errors 
committed by Democratic county 
election officials that led to the 
disfranchisement of thousands of 
Florida voters. The changes man-
dated by Congress have limited, 
but not removed, the impact of bad 
ballot design, and the new voting 
systems have created a new set of 
problems, including unresolved 
constitutional issues. And as hap-
pened in 2000, the federal statute 
imposing a rigid 35-day time frame 
to resolve a contested selection of 
electors might again in 2008 pre-
vent the courts of a crucial state, 
and the U.S. Supreme Court, from 
having adequate time to resolve the 
issues with both the appearance 
and the reality of having reached 
an impartial result. 

Although many Democrats con-
tinue to believe that the decision of 
the Supreme Court in Bush v. Gore, 
531 U.S. 98 (2000), deprived Al 
Gore of Florida’s crucial twenty-five 
electors, a painstaking review by a 
consortium of news media organi-
zations, reported in The New York 
Times on Nov. 12, 2001, as “Study 
of Disputed Florida Ballots Finds 
Justices Did Not Cast the Deciding 
Vote,” established that the recount pursued 
by Gore would have confirmed a George W. 
Bush victory. 

Gore’s Florida legal team sought a hand-
recount of the undervote ballots cast in four 
heavily Democratic counties — undervote 
meaning a punch-card ballot for which no 
presidential choice was recorded when the 
ballot was counted by machine. The media 

consortium concluded eleven months later 
that if Gore’s request had been granted, 
Bush would have won by 225 votes — less 
than the final certified margin of 537, but still 
decisive. Moreover, if the Florida Supreme 
Court’s broader remedy of a statewide re-
count of all undervotes had been completed, 
Bush would have won by 493 votes. 

Only a complete statewide recount of all 
rejected ballots, both undervotes and over-
votes — ballots initially rejected because 
machine-read as being marked for more 
than one presidential candidate — would 
have resulted in a Gore victory by a narrow 
margin of 115 votes. But as The Times re-
ported, “[t]here was no set of circumstances 
in the fevered days after the election that 

would have produced a hand recount of all 
175,000 overvotes and undervotes.”

The media consortium results can be 
read to absolve the Supreme Court major-
ity of depriving Gore of victory, but there is 
compelling evidence that Gore would have 
won in Florida if Democratic election of-
ficials in two Democratic counties had not 
committed two monumental errors in de-
signing each county’s ballots. 

The media consortium concluded that the 
confusing design of the Palm Beach County 
butterfly ballot not only caused voters “to 
cast an unusually high percentage of votes 
for Patrick J. Buchanan,” but also caused 
“many voters to double vote at more than 
three times the rate of voters in other coun-

ties using the same [punch card] 
voting method but with a less-con-
fusing design.” Balancing the 1,651 
Palm Beach ballots double-marked 
for Bush and an adjacent candidate 
and the 8,168 ballots double-marked 
for Gore and an adjacent candidate, 
the consortium concluded that the 
incompetent Palm Beach ballot de-
sign deprived Gore of a net margin 
of at least 6,286 votes (without even 
considering the thousands of voters 
in predominantly Jewish precincts 
of Palm Beach who cast ballots sin-
gle-marked for Buchanan). In Duval 
County, an erroneous instruction 
told voters to “vote every page” of a 
multipage ballot design with presi-
dential candidates on two pages. 
That error caused “20 percent of 
the ballots from African-American 
areas that went heavily for Mr. 
Gore” to be invalid because “voters 
followed instructions to mark a vote 
on every page of the ballots,” thus 
costing Gore a net margin in Duval 
County of 1,999.  

Another complicating factor, in-
vestigated separately by The New 
York Times, was that hundreds of 
late-arriving overseas absentee bal-
lots were counted, the “vast major-

ity” in counties that favored Bush, even 
though “680 of the late-arriving ballots did 
not meet Florida standards,” including that 
the ballots had actually been voted after the 
day of the election. Gore chose not to chal-
lenge the late ballots because many were 
from members of the military overseas. 
That decision cost Gore as many as 290 ad-
ditional votes.

ElEcTIOn lAw  By gREgoRy M. hARVEy

History Lessons
Unresolved Issues from 2000 and 2004 
Will Inform Possibilities for 2008 Race

© Images.com/Paul Vismara
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Congress reacted to the Florida contro-
versy by enacting the Help America Vote 
Act (“HAVA”). Punch-card ballots were 
prohibited, as was any other voting method 
that did not create an auditable record of 
each vote cast (which required scrapping 
the traditional mechanical lever voting ma-
chines). Congress appropriated 
funds to subsidize the purchase 
of new voting systems. To deal 
with erroneous omissions of 
voter names from precinct voter 
rolls, each state was required to 
permit a voter whose name was 
not found on the precinct roll to 
cast a sealed paper “provisional 
ballot” to be opened and counted 
if subsequent review showed 
that the voter was indeed registered. Voters 
who registered by mail were required, when 
voting for the first time at a polling place, to 
provide documentary proof of their identity, 
but states were also permitted to impose 
stricter identification requirements.

Many jurisdictions used the HAVA subsi-
dy to purchase “direct recording electronic” 
(“DRE”) voting machines in which the voter 
chooses among candidates by touching 
the face of the voting machine. Pushing a 
“VOTE” button causes the voter’s selections 

to be recorded in the electronic memories of 
the voting machine. Academic criticism of 
the accuracy and security of such machines, 
including whether they were subject to hack-
ing or insider cheating, led to a movement 
to require that DRE machines include a 
mechanism for a “voter-verifiable paper au-

dit trail” (“VVPAT), by which the machine 
would permit the voter to see and approve, 
prior to finally casting the vote, a printed pa-
per record of each of the candidates selected 
by the voter. Some “voter-verifiable paper 
audit trail” systems use a continuous paper 
tape; others use a mechanism that prints a 
separate mini-ballot that is separated and 
filed in a box inside the voting machine.  

Other jurisdictions have adopted optical 
scanning systems, in which the voter marks 
a paper ballot by filling in a circle next to 

each preferred candidate’s name, and the 
completed paper ballot is scanned by an 
optical reader in the precinct polling place 
that records the voter’s choices and places 
the paper ballot in a sealed box.

Problems attributed to ballot design have 
continued to occur, especially with DRE ma-

chines. In a 2006 Congressional 
election in a Florida district, with 
a winning margin for the Repub-
lican of 369 votes, more than 
18,000 voters in predominantly 
Democratic Sarasota County 
did not vote for a Congressio-
nal candidate, likely because of 
the placement of that race at the 
top of the second screen on the 
multi-screen ballot image.      

Pennsylvania implemented the first-time 
voter identification requirement under 
HAVA allowing use of a wide variety of doc-
uments, ranging from official photo identi-
fication to utility bills and bank statements. 
But some states, purportedly to restrict 
fraud, have required every voter appear-
ing at a precinct polling place to present a 
government-issued photo-identification, ei-
ther a driver’s license or a non-driver photo 
identification. Indiana’s procedure to obtain 
non-driver photo identification requires the 

The recount pursued by Gore 
[in the 2000 presidential 

race] would have confirmed a 
George W. Bush victory.
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voter to present a copy of a birth certificate 
bearing an embossed seal. A registered vot-
er without the required government-issued 
photo identification can cast a provisional 
ballot, but that ballot will be counted only 
if the voter goes to a specific county office 
within ten days after the election and com-
plies with the procedures to obtain the non-
driver photo identification. Proponents of 
these more onerous requirements generally 
have been Republican legislators who artic-
ulate a need to limit fraud resulting from 
voter impersonation. Democrats complain 
that the unstated Republican purpose is to 
limit voting by persons who lack driver’s 
licenses and who will be dissuaded by the 
bureaucratic burdens of obtaining the non-
driver alternate identification. 

One lesson from 2000 is that 
the time within which to dispute 
the vote for presidential elec-
tors prior to the Electoral Col-
lege vote is much shorter than 
the Gore side took into account. 
One holding in Bush v. Gore was 
that the contest over presidential 
electors must end on the thirty-
fifth day following the election, 
because a federal statute enacted 
after the Hayes-Tilden contested 
presidential election of 1876 cre-
ated a so-called “safe harbor” 
requiring Congress to accept the 
result if a state appoints its electors no later 
than six days prior to the electoral college 
vote. 

Although the Supreme Court’s Saturday, 
December 9, 2000, stay had the practical 
effect of preventing any further recount, the 
“safe harbor” date was only three days away 
on December 12.  Professor Steven F. Huef-
ner has urged that “Congress move back 
the Electoral College timetable to make the 
‘safe harbor’ date December 31,” with the 
electors casting votes on January 3, without 
affecting the January 20 inauguration date. 
There seems to be little momentum in Con-
gress to enact this reform.

As of July 2008,  states identified as po-
tentially decisive include Florida, Michigan, 
Ohio and Pennsylvania. If the 2008 election 
ends with a very close popular vote in one 
or two states and the electoral votes in those 
states will determine the national outcome, 
there will likely be an all-out effort by both 
campaigns to litigate, in state and federal 
courts, about votes that were cast on elec-
tion day but not yet counted in the totals.

Provisional ballots, little used prior to 
2000, will attract litigation in a close 2008 
contest. If the vote in Ohio is close, Obama 

might attempt to relitigate whether a pro-
visional ballot should be rejected if cast in 
a precinct different from the precinct as-
signed to the voter in the registration re-
cords. Since each state is required by HAVA 
to have a statewide registry of voters, there 
is no reason to refuse to count such ballots, 
and many states, including Pennsylvania, 
count provisional ballots if the voter is regis-
tered in any precinct. If in November 2008 
the number of “wrong precinct” provisional 
ballots, which in Ohio would be rejected, 
is larger than the margin for president, 
renewed litigation on this issue would be 
likely on the grounds that rejecting “wrong 
precinct” ballots violates constitutional 
standards because there is no compelling 
reason for the state to reject them.

Some provisional ballots are cast because 
the voter, although listed on the precinct 
roll, lacks the documentary identification re-
quired by state law. Indiana’s identification 
requirement was litigated in the last term 
in the Supreme Court, but ended on April 
28 in a fragmented result allowing the stat-
ute to stand. If a few thousand provisional 
ballots cast in a state with a similar identifi-
cation requirements might swing the presi-
dential result, the Obama campaign would 
attempt a constitutional challenge based 
on the burden on voters; such a challenge 
might require the Supreme Court, on an 
expedited basis, to revisit the issue.

If a narrow margin results from votes 
cast on electronic machines with a “voter 
verified auditable paper trail” feature, the 
parties will likely litigate over whether the 
electronic totals or paper record should be 
controlling. But tabulating millions of votes 
from the paper records would be a logisti-
cal nightmare, likely fraught with errors 
created by mechanical breakdowns in the 
printing mechanisms, based on the few in-
stances to date in which the task has been 
tested. Gore’s reluctance in 2000 to chal-
lenge late-voted overseas military absentee 

ballots will not be followed by the Obama 
campaign if the outcome is uncertain. The 
campaign would vigorously resist counting 
any absentee ballots, military or civilian, 
that appear to have been marked the day 
after the election.

And in any close state, even if no consti-
tutional issues are present, the losing side 
will attempt to obtain a normal recount 
with as much detail as the law of the partic-
ular state provides. Pennsylvania reacted to 
the 2000 election by enacting, for the first 
time, a procedure for an automatic recount 
if the statewide vote totals differ by more 
than one-half of one percent, thus liberaliz-
ing the former procedure requiring recount 
proponents to proceed precinct by precinct 
by filing in the court of common pleas a 

petition signed by three voters 
who voted in each precinct and 
who also post a deposit of $50, 
to be forfeited if the recount does 
not substantially change the re-
sult in that precinct. Under the 
new procedure, if an automatic 
recount has been ordered by the 
Secretary of the Commonwealth 
because the statewide results dif-
fer by more than one-half of one 
percent, a petition filed by three 
voters of a county will result in 
the recount of all precincts in 
that county, supervised by the 

Commonwealth Court. 
There is strong reason to believe that 

Pennsylvania, strengthened by this central-
ized control of the recount process, would 
be able to comply with the thirty-five day 
time frame held to be mandatory in Bush v. 
Gore. Should the election fight be brought 
to Pennsylvania’s doorstep, any dispute in 
November will test these measures — and 
the commonwealth’s legal community — 
on a national stage.                                      n

Gregory Harvey (gharvey@mmwr.com) is 
senior counsel and chair of the Public Election 
Law practice at the law firm of Montgomery, 
McCracken, Walker & Rhoads, LLP. He is a 
Democratic Party officer in Philadelphia’s 8th 
Ward.
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In tax policy matters, the larger 
public interest is often the first 
casualty. The second casualty is 
the equitable issue of tax progres-
sivity, as those benefiting from 

progressivity and tax fairness often have 
little voice in the debates and policy formu-
lation.

Sometimes the obvious needs restate-
ment: Taxes are the source of critical 
services needed by both individuals and 
businesses, but they also play 
an important role in either en-
hancing or worsening fairness 
across all segments of our so-
ciety. Advocacy tides for tax 
cutting or tax subsidies often 
reflect the self-interests of vocal 
groups whose relentless pursuit 
of their goals lends an almost 
ideological coloration where 
critical analysis or competing 
public interest alternatives fall 
by the wayside.

At the national level, we have 
seen a country weakened by the 
sharp rise of income inequali-
ties and the starving of needed 
services, research, education 
and infrastructure as tax cutting 
and subsidies have further en-
riched already well-off individu-
als and businesses. At our local 
level, some have taken aim at 
Philadelphia’s Business Privi-
lege Tax (BPT), an albeit imper-
fect tax but one providing more 
than $400 million in revenues, 
the second-largest source of revenue for a 
strapped city that has the highest percent-
age of people living  in poverty of the ten 
largest cities in the U.S. It has become an 
unanalyzed mantra among some that cut-
ting or even eliminating the tax would pro-
vide the silver bullet to prosperity and job 
growth for the city.

Yes, a business-dominated Tax Reform 
Commission, of which I was a dissenting 
member, did recommend these cuts, but 

this was almost preordained from a body 
that had virtually no representation from 
labor, consumers, academia, homeowners 
or renters, elderly, and a host of other sig-
nificant segments of our society. A tax cut 
is a reverse government expenditure, and 
the Tax Commission refused to evaluate 
the efficacy of tax cutting as a prime tool 
of business growth in comparison to other 
government initiatives, especially those 
that businesses themselves put at the top of 

their list for growth, such as a skilled and 
educated workforce, transportation and in-
frastructure, and quality-of-life issues.

Tax-cutting advocates like the Tax Com-
mission risk their legitimacy when their 
cuts cause major gaps in a city budget. It 
is an illegitimate defense of these revenue 
shortfalls either to embrace supply-side 
mythology — which holds that tax cutting 
leads to increased tax revenues — or play 
the tax-shifting game of having other taxes, 

like real estate taxes,  often paid by others, 
fill the revenue gap. The Tax Commission 
did in fact cite real estate tax revenue in-
creases and other “revenue alternatives” to 
fill the major gaps resulting from proposed 
across-the-board wage tax and Business 
Privilege Tax cuts, even though this would 
burden others less able to pay and increase 
housing costs.

The Tax Reform Commission, despite 
my request, refused to obtain new research 
such as that done by the District of Colum-
bia Tax Reform Commission to assess all 
variables affecting population and busi-
ness growth. The D.C. Commission found 
no empirical support for cutting taxes as 
an inducement for economic growth and 
found labor force availability and quality — 
often the result of government investments 
in education — more important.

State and local governments 
have reduced billions in busi-
ness taxes upon wishful think-
ing (or effective business lob-
bying). These reductions have 
produced little or no economic 
growth but, rather, real evidence 
of weakening infrastructure and 
government services, which all 
businesses and residents need 
(see Prof. Robert Lynch, Re-
thinking Growth Strategies: How 
State and Local Taxes and Servic-
es Affect Economic Development 
(2004)). 

Professor Lynch reported that 
firms’ locating decisions were 
made largely around the provi-
sion of a variety of public servic-
es, not primarily because of state 
or local taxes. Tax incentives do 
not work because they are not a 
significant business cost and do 
not substantially affect profits. 
“In short, state and local tax cuts 
and incentives are not effective 
for stimulating economic activ-

ity or creating jobs in a cost-effective man-
ner. On the contrary, by forcing reductions 
in public services, tax cuts and incentives 
may retard economic and employment 
growth.”

Philadelphia Inquirer readers may have 
read the lead op-ed last April on reviving 
the metropolitan economies of areas like 
Philadelphia. The article was written by 
the directors of the Brookings Institution’s 
Metropolitan Policy Program and the di-

No Magic Bullet
Cutting the Business Privilege Tax Fails
To Relieve Unfair Burden on City’s Poor

AdvOcATE  By JoNAThAN M. STEIN
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rector of the Economy League of Greater 
Philadelphia. They found the keys to driv-
ing prosperity and ensuring sustainable 
growth were the assets of “innovation, 
modern infrastructure, strong human cap-
ital, and quality places.” There was not one 
word about tax cuts and subsidies. (Bruce 
Katz, Amy Liu, and Steve Wray, “Pa. eco-
nomic revival lies in its metro assets,” April 
14, 2008).

Our presidential campaign, amidst a 
mortgage foreclosure crisis, rising child 
poverty, more than 45 million uninsured, 
and Food Stamp enrollments at a high, has 
helped make us more aware that the divi-
sions in our society pose a real threat to the 
lives of all. The greatest tax policy need is 
to restore the often forgotten 
principle of tax progressivity 
back into tax policy. Both in 
Pennsylvania and Philadel-
phia, when one compares the 
impact of state and local taxes 
on various income strata, as 
the Pennsylvania Budget and 
Policy Center in Harrisburg 
has done, one finds that the tax 
burden as a percentage of in-
come is more than three times 
greater for the lowest 20 per-
cent strata of people earning 
less than $18,000 compared 
with the top 5 percent earning 
over $167,000 a year

At the state and local levels, 
tax progressivity means adopt-
ing equivalents of the success-
ful federal Earned Income Tax 
Credit (EITC), the most suc-
cessful anti-poverty initiative 
of the last thirty years. When 
Senator John Edwards came to a North 
Philadelphia church in May with ACORN, 
the National Leadership Conference for 
Civil Rights and Mayor Nutter to kick off 
a new national campaign to cut poverty in 
half over ten years, a leading prong of the 
effort was EITC expansion.

 Philadelphia, notwithstanding its Tax 
Reform Commission, has created a local 
EITC via passage of the late Councilman 
David Cohen’s wage tax credit ordinance, 
which allows wage taxpayers who earn less 
than about $32,000 in annual income to 
receive a wage tax credit to ameliorate this 
long-standing regressive tax that has un-
fairly impacted those least able to pay it. 
This local rebate, more than any other lo-
cal tax policy initiative, would move toward 
economic self-sufficiency the high propor-
tion of Philadelphia families with children 

who currently have incomes too small to 
pay for a basic-needs budget. 

This rebate would be spent by lower-
income families within the city as a local 
economic stimulus, as opposed to other 
wage and BPT cuts, which are also directed 
at more out of city and better-off individu-
als and businesses.

The new Nutter Administration  initially 
sought to repeal the Cohen tax credit ordi-
nance, but has since obtained an ordinance 
that cuts the already small tax credit in half 
with an even more delayed implementa-
tion to begin in 2014.

If business tax cuts are on the table, let’s 
note that small businesses or start-ups 
have always been the rationale and “poster 

children” of BPT cutting or elimination. 
But the undifferentiated BPT cuts or repeal 
would also lessen tax loads on the Wal-
Marts, Targets, Sunocos and those many 
out-of-city businesses, national and inter-
national, who pay the BPT even though 
they choose not to set up their businesses 
here. 

When Wal-Mart accountants send their 
BPT cuts to Bentonville, Arkansas, does 
anyone seriously believe that this will have 
any beneficial impact on the Philadelphia 
economy?

Some thoughtful policy-makers like 
Councilwoman Maria Quinones-Sanchez 
are thinking about targeting BPT cuts to 
smaller businesses or those more likely to 
be located in the city. For example, in 2006, 
if the first $500,000 of total business sales 
had been exempted from the BPT — a way 

of supporting smaller or newer businesses 
—  then about 64,000 of 77,000 business-
es would have been totally relieved of the 
tax, yet 84 percent of the total $382 million 
in BPT collected that year would have been 
preserved for needed city services.

Another proposal would establish a 
credit — equivalent to the net income por-
tion of the BPT less the gross receipts por-
tion of the tax. That would provide gross 
receipts tax relief for Philadelphia based 
businesses who are paying their fair share 
of taxes. Businesses not based in Philadel-
phia and those that have managed to avoid 
business income tax would not be given 
any additional breaks. This alternative 
would keep more than 50 percent of gross 

receipts revenue in the city cof-
fers while still providing tar-
geted tax relief to Philadelphia 
businesses. 

   The plan to eliminate the 
gross receipts portion of the 
BPT is made even more ques-
tionable by the fact that two-
thirds of Philadelphia’s largest 
businesses (those earning $10 
million a year or more) pay 
nothing or next to nothing on 
the net income side of the tax. 
In effect, gross receipts is the 
only tax paid by the vast ma-
jority of Philadelphia’s largest 
businesses. 

Unfortunately, confidential-
ity rules have made this non-
payment of taxes one of Phila-
delphia’s best kept secrets and 
have prevented open and hon-
est discussions of who benefits 
from tax policy. 

Councilwoman Sanchez’s newly intro-
duced disclosure bill would go a long way 
to creating that transparency. 

Tax equity among BPT payers should 
mean that tax evaders and exempt or fa-
vored businesses like insurance compa-
nies, financial institutions and utilities 
would pay their fair share of BPT like other 
businesses.

For too long, oft repeated fictions and 
rhetoric rather than facts have steered our 
debates on taxation. It’s high time that tax 
progressivity and the public interest be-
come the foundation for Philadelphia and 
Pennsylvania tax policy.                              n

Jonathan M. Stein is general counsel of 
Community Legal Services, Inc., and a former 
member of the Philadelphia Tax Reform 
Commission.
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When Wal-Mart accountants 
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Bentonville, Arkansas,
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that this will have any 
beneficial impact on 
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For the past six years, a small 
community economic de-
velopment project has been 
meeting a big need: provid-
ing pro bono legal services 

to Philadelphia’s nonprofits, small busi-
nesses, and low-income homeowners. The 
project is Philadelphia LawWorks, and if 
our business is pro bono, business has nev-
er been better.

Philadelphia LawWorks is the community 
economic development project of Philadel-
phia VIP, the hub of pro bono legal services 
in Philadelphia. For more than twenty-
seven years, VIP has been bridging the gap 
between legal services organizations and 
the private bar by referring low-income cli-
ents to private attorneys for assistance with 
a variety of civil legal issues. With almost 
850 cases referred since January 2007, and 
nearly 13,000 cases referred to date, many 
area attorneys are already familiar with Phil-
adelphia VIP. If you are not currently a vol-
unteer, we could definitely use your help.

Despite Philadelphia’s numerous pro 
bono opportunities, many transactional at-
torneys did not believe their skills matched 
the needs of low-income Philadelphians. 
That all changed in 2002 when Philadel-
phia LawWorks was created through a col-
laboration of organizations 
including Philadelphia VIP, 
the Philadelphia Bar Asso-
ciation, Community Legal 
Services, Regional Housing 
Legal Services, and other lo-
cal public interest organiza-
tions.

LawWorks offers volun-
teers, especially transaction-
al, corporate, and probate 
attorneys, the opportunity 
to use their skills to assist 
nonprofit organizations, 
community groups, small 
businesses, entrepreneurs, 
and homeowners. 

Our nonprofit and small 
business client needs range 

from simple incorporation, 501(c)(3) issues, 
and basic business counseling to more 
complex intellectual property, tax, zoning, 
employment and contracts cases. Hom-
eownership cases involve clients that do not 
have current title to their homes (“tangled 
titles”) or are facing foreclosure. Clients 
with tangled titles have an equitable claim 
to their home’s title but do not have current 
legal title. Without title, the homeowner is 
unable to finance the property, enter into 
payment agreements for delinquent real 
estate or utility payment agreements, or 
obtain grants for property improvements. 
Left unresolved, many homeowners would 
eventually be forced to leave the property 
and the home would become vacant, leading 
to blight and other neighborhood problems. 
Volunteers assist homeowners to place title 
in their name through probating one or 
more estates, assisting with a quiet title ac-
tion if necessary, or simply negotiating with 
the record owner for a title transfer. 

Since its inception, LawWorks has deliv-
ered outstanding pro bono legal services to 
clients. LawWorks staff attorneys provide 
substantive and procedural assistance to 
volunteers and also pair new volunteers 
with seasoned veterans on more difficult 
matters. We support pro bono practice 

groups, where a cross-departmental group 
of volunteers at a law firm work on pro bono 
matters in a single subject area. To date, we 
have started four pro bono practice groups 
at Pepper Hamilton LLP, Reed Smith LLP, 
Dechert LLP, and White and Williams LLP, 
dedicated to homeownership issues. Law-
Works also works with corporations and 
pairs in-house attorneys with law firm attor-
neys to take advantage of the resources of 
both organizations. Volunteers can also as-
sist without even taking a case. LawWorks 
is always looking for attorneys to assist with 
outreach in the community and to develop 
self-help guides for clients. 

One of the most unique aspects of Law-
Works is the ability to provide pro bono le-
gal services to for-profit business owners. 
How does a for-profit business qualify for 
pro bono legal services? LawWorks’ small 
business clients are locally owned and oper-
ated businesses meeting a Philadelphia Bar 
Association approved income requirement. 
This income level is higher than tradi-
tional pro bono levels for individual clients 
because it takes into account the capital 
needed to start or maintain a small busi-
ness. Our goal is to help Philadelphia busi-
ness owners move away from poverty and 
toward a dependable self-sustained income 
source. Through the help of our volunteer 
attorneys, we are able to make this a reality. 
Volunteers’ pro bono support of small busi-
ness is actually support for the backbone of 
the neighborhood economy, which in turn 
benefits the entire community. 

Perhaps the most popular way we are able 
to assist small business owners is through 
the help of in-house counsel at our annual 

small business clinic. This 
year marks the fifth anniver-
sary for LawWorks’ “Corpo-
rate Pro Bono Day” on-site 
legal clinic. Corporate Pro 
Bono Day is a results-driven 
clinic that incorporates a 
CLE training for in-house 
counsel volunteers as well 
as client counseling during 
the same event. 

At the clinic, LawWorks 
staff works with a law firm 
to prepare a training fo-
cused on small-business le-
gal issues to be presented to 
in-house counsel volunteers 
from local corporations. 
Our past law firm partners 

pUBlIc InTErEST  By MARTIN CoSTELLo

Business Opportunities
LawWorks Helps Homeowners and Businesses 
Keep Philadelphia Neighborhoods Strong
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include Pepper Hamilton LLP, Blank Rome 
LLP, Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll 
LLP, and Duane Morris LLP. In-house 
volunteers come from large and small lo-
cal corporations including PECO Energy, 
Comcast Cable Communications, Pep Boys, 
GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson & Johnson, Ara-
mark, Legion Insurance, Triumph Group, 
Drexel University, and AIG. After the CLE 
portion of the event, the in-house volun-
teers are paired with a pre-registered small 
business owner to perform an audit of the 
affairs of the business and offer advice on 
other legal issues. The law firm volunteers 
remain to assist the in-house volunteers, if 
needed, with any issue-specific questions 
that arise, such as intellectual property or 
local zoning. Last year, more than thirty 
businesses registered for the event, a num-
ber capped due to space requirements, and 
thirty in-house volunteers participated in 
the training and client counseling session. 
It was the largest and most successful Cor-
porate Pro Bono Day LawWorks has held 
to date. Volunteers counseled a variety of 
microentrepreneurs, including a clothing 
company, a wireless phone store, a clothing 
designer, a caterer, a photographer, and a 
handbag designer. Most of the microentre-

preneurs who attended were local minority 
and women business owners and operators 
located along newly revitalized commercial 
corridors.

Corporate Pro Bono Day 2008 will be 
held September 23, 2008, at West Phila-
delphia’s Enterprise Center. This year’s 
participating law firm partner is Dechert 
LLP. Community economic development 
starts by meeting business owners in their 
neighborhood, and since 2006, LawWorks’ 
small business clinic has been held at The 
Enterprise Center. Home to Philadelphia’s 
original American Bandstand television 
program with Dick Clark, The Enterprise 
Center has a long history in West Phila-
delphia. Today, The Enterprise Center pro-

vides capacity-building, business education 
and economic development opportunities 
to high-potential minority entrepreneurs. 

Through the help of our volunteers, Law-
Works strengthens Philadelphia’s neigh-
borhoods by supporting the organizations 
providing services to the communities, 
counseling the small businesses driving the 
economy, and stabilizing residential blocks 
by clearing up tangled titles. These efforts 
help develop economic wealth in tradition-
ally low-income populations, contributing 
to a more prosperous Philadelphia.           n

Martin Costello is a staff attorney with 
Philadelphia LawWorks. His e-mail address is 
mcostello@phillyvip.org.

Volunteer with lawworks
if you would like to get involved with corporate Pro Bono 
Day 2008, are interested in developing a practice group 
at your firm, or just would like general information about 
how to volunteer with ViP and lawWorks, please visit our 
Web site at www.phillyvip.org.
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CoVER  SToRy

The cover of a recent issue of Philadelphia magazine featured a dear 
departed lawyer in a casket, his arm still clutching a briefcase, with 
the headline “Who Killed the Philadelphia Lawyer?” The story posed 
the question whether “the quaint notion” of the Philadelphia lawyer 
is dead. To the contrary, while a number of local firms seem to be 

sprouting offices around the globe, they are also heavily involved in both high- and 
low-profile pro bono representation in the greater Philadelphia area and beyond. 

Well
The Philadelphia Lawyer Upholds 

A Tradition of Representing Unpopular Clients
By ThoMAS g. WILkINSoN JR. AND JoSEPh A. SuLLIVAN
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Those familiar with the quaint notion of the Philadelphia law-
yer may tend to equate it with Andrew Hamilton’s successful 18th-
century defense of famed publisher John Peter Zenger on charges 
of seditious libel. The Philadelphia Bar Association does much to 
keep that public service notion alive, including its partnership with 
the Bar Foundation to raise financial support for legal services in 
various ways, from the annual Bar Foundation Hamilton Ball to the 
relatively new Raising the Bar campaign. In 2007 alone, those com-
bined efforts generated more than $1.5 million in donations to wor-
thy nonprofit legal aid organizations that provide legal assistance to 
those unable to afford an attorney. Indeed, while some aspects of 
the tradition are longstanding, such as the annual presentation of 
a replica of Hamilton’s snuff box to the outgoing Bar Chancellor, 
newer aspects continue to emerge, such as the steady expansion of 
small, but effective, public interest law centers to the growing pro 
bono infrastructure in many private firms. 

CASh AND CARRy 

Not all unpopular clients have been unable to pay their lawyer. 
Never one to shy away from a high-profile case, A. Charles Peruto 
Jr. has represented several notorious offenders. Among his most 
well-known clients are serial killer Gary Heidnik and former Su-
preme Court Justice Rolf Larson, who was charged with judicial 
misconduct in a most unfortunate chapter in the court’s long 
history. When asked how he could possibly represent an admit-
ted rapist and murderer of the likes of Heidnik, Peruto famously 
replied, “I have 10,000 reasons,” referring to the amount of his 
then-sizable retainer. Now in his 80s, Peruto is winding down his 
practice but not apologetic for having taken on the tough cases and 
the scorned clients. “If we refused to represent the bad guys, then 
who would?” 

More broadly, the question might be asked: If lawyers refused to 
represent unpopular or controversial or indigent clients, who else 
would take up the charge?  

A STRoNg 

PhILADELPhIA TRADITIoN 

Are those who represent vilified or unpopular clients coura-
geous, simply contrarian types or upholding the best traditions of 
the bar? 

The Bar’s annual fundraising efforts benefit more than thirty le-
gal aid centers repre- senting not only low-income residents but 
many groups and individuals currently unpopular in the eyes of 
some, from migrant workers to death row inmates. This tradition 
of controversial advocacy, begun with Hamilton’s vigorous defense 
of Zenger, led to the coining of the phrase “Philadelphia lawyer” 
precisely because Hamilton stepped forward in an atmosphere of 
intimidation so intense that the two lawyers in New York, where 
Zenger published his newspaper, who were willing to represent 
him were disbarred for doing so. 

Many Philadelphia lawyers have followed in those famous foot-
steps, generously and courageously offering their services, and any 
effort to list them would be justly criticized as incomplete. Henry 
Reath, Bernie Segal, Gus Ballard and countless other legends of 
the bar have been tireless advocates for the unpopular and disad-
vantaged. 

PRo BoNo By ThE RuLES 

The Pennsylvania judiciary and the or- ganized bar’s commit-
ment to serving the downtrodden and degraded is enshrined in the 
Rules of Professional Conduct. The rules make it clear that public 
interest legal service is integral to the practice of law and to the role 
of lawyers in our society. 

PA RPC 6.1  Voluntary Pro Bono Publico Service 

A lawyer should render public interest legal service. A 
lawyer may discharge this responsibility by providing pro-
fessional services at no fee or a reduced fee to persons of 
limited means or to public service or charitable groups or 
organizations, by service in activities for improving the law, 
the legal system or the legal profession, and by financial 
support for organizations that provide legal services to per-
sons of limited means. 

In addition to signifying that public service is an integral part 
of the practice of law, Rule 6.1’s Comment notes that “personal 
involvement in the problems of the disad- vantaged can be one of 
the most rewarding experiences in the life of a lawyer.” 

Moreover, the rules make clear, in Rule 6.2, that lawyers are not 
to turn down court appointments due to personal or political con-
siderations, but only for good cause. 

The rules also emphasize, in Rule 1.2(b), that representation of 
a client, and particularly an unpopular or vilified client, does not 
amount to an endorsement of the client’s political, economic, social 
or moral views or activities. In other words, a lawyer’s zealous advo-
cacy has nothing to do with personal perspectives. 

TAkINg ThE LEAD 

What considerations flow through the minds of law firm manag-
ers when presented with a proposal to represent a convicted cop 
killer on death row, Guantanamo detainees accused as Al-Qaeda 
members, or members of a group on the edge of society, such as 
undocumented aliens or migrant workers? The black hole of lost 
fee income? Professional duty? The law firm pro bono rankings? 
Negative public reaction? Or even, “What will our longstanding 
corporate clients think?”  

J. Gordon Cooney Jr., now managing partner at Morgan Lewis, 
partnered with Michael Banks on a death row inmate appeal more 
than a dozen years ago. The firm took on the case pro bono, in-
vested well over $1 million in time on the case and secured the cli-
ent’s release on charges of a New Orleans murder after more than 
fifteen years of post-conviction proceedings due to the discovery 
of concealed blood evidence. The resulting favorable publicity not 
only won national headlines for the firm, but also generated a fea-
ture film deal and an attorneys’ fees award under prevailing party 
provisions in federal civil rights laws. 

“Leadership from the top is critical,” Cooney says. “Several years 
back, our firm chair, Fran Milone, challenged all of our attorneys to 
take on pro bono matters. Fran worked with a team of associates on 
a matter for the Education Law Center and urged our practice group 
leaders to take on pro bono cases and help lead by example. We 
have seen a marked increase in pro bono activity as a result. Also, 
we have long given full billable hour credit for pro bono work.” 

Are those who represent 
vilified or unpopular clients 

courageous, simply contrarian types 
or upholding the 

best traditions of the bar?
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“I’M goINg To gITMo” 

Just this June, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Boumediene v. 
Bush that detainees at Guantanamo Bay have a right to appeal their 
detention in federal courts. Yet, facing Kafkaesque obstacles, law-
yers representing detainees at the Guantanamo facility have been 
fighting for more than five years for meaningful, confidential ac-
cess to their clients, and some have never actually met their clients. 
Detainees dubbed enemy combatants are not entitled to access to 
classi- fied evidence against them. Some detainees have been held 
without formal charges for more than six years. Some have refused 
outright to cooperate or even communicate with their appointed 
counsel, severely hampering their defense. 

Pro bono attorneys have continued, despite these conditions, 
to persevere in efforts to provide due process and other basic pro-
tections for these clients. Lawyers from several firms, including 
Reed Smith, Dechert, Pepper Hamilton, Hangley Aronchick and 
Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis here in Philadelphia, as well as 
the Federal Defender Office and sole practitioner Judith Brown 
Chomsky, have been honored for their pro bono service. 

“We took [the Guantanamo cases] on because the government’s 
position that it was not accountable in any way for its de- tention of 
these men was unconscionable,” says Charles Carpenter, a Pepper 
partner who leads a team of four lawyers working on Guantanamo 
cases. Has Carpenter heard from his fee clients about represent- 
ing detainees? “There is some controversy about representing men 
said to be affiliated with Al-Qaeda. My other clients have been sup-
portive, but not all of my partners have had the same experience.” 
Nonetheless, Carpenter says that one of the most rewarding as-
pects of the case is that support has vastly outweighed the negative 
comments: “I have been surprised, and gratified, by the number of 
people, paying clients especially, who have thanked me for taking 
this on.” 

Christopher Walters, senior pro bono counsel at Reed Smith, 
says his firm’s pro bono committee, if asked to approve a contro-
versial matter, will “touch base with senior management and say, 
‘Here’s what we’re leaning toward doing, do you see any problems 
that would prevent this?’” Walters recalls that in 2005, two senior 
litigators approached him about representing Guantanamo detain-
ees, and the pro bono committee “thought it would be a positive 
thing to do.” Walters says the request was sent to senior manage-
ment, and “to their credit they came back within 24 hours and said, 
‘Go ahead.’” 

“I don’t have any problem myself, defending unpopular clients,” 

says Elizabeth Ainslie, partner at Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis, 
“and I bring the same effort to their representation as I bring to that 
of popular clients.”  But Ainslie, whose unpopular clients are some-
times fee-paying, sometimes at federal court-appointment rates and 
sometimes pro bono, has a concern about how the controversy sur-
rounding clients affects the outcome of the representation itself:  
“In these days of intense media coverage, it’s rare to get to trial with 
one of these cases and to feel the judge and jury haven’t been influ-
enced by the publicity and the unpopular nature of the client.”

Ainslie also has represented some Guantanamo detainees and 
believes, like Charles Carpenter of Pepper, that this work has actu-
ally been good for the image of lawyers with controversial clients.  
“The Guantanamo representations in a way have mitigated the criti-
cism sometimes leveled at lawyers with unpopular clients.  The me-
dia have generally acknowledged the legitimacy and efficacy of the 
Gitmo pro bono efforts by lawyers from blue-chip firms, and that 
makes our representations in unpopular causes more tolerable to 
regular clients and the public across the board.  At least I hope so.”

No STRANgER To CoNTRoVERSy

In some communities, the mere mention of the ACLU consti-
tutes the proverbial “fighting words,” especially when coupled with 
hot-button topics such as same-sex marriage, execution by lethal 
injection, and religion vs. science in schools. When the Dover 
School District “intelligent design” controversy arose, the ACLU 
took up the challenge. Pepper Hamilton lawyers Steve Harvey and 
Eric Rothschild jumped into the breach, eventually demonstrating 
to the satisfaction of Middle District Judge John E. Jones III that the 
school district’s dictate that intelligent design be taught as part of 
the science curriculum was a proxy for religious instruction barred 
by the Establishment Clause. The ACLU also joined with Cozen 
O’Connor lawyers in challenging the anti-immigrant restrictive or-
dinances enacted by the city of Hazleton, and has partnered with 
many other large Philadel-phia firms. 

Among the many rewards cited by Steve Harvey in the intelligent 
design case, apart from a “dramatic 40-day trial in front of a packed 
courtroom,” were the fact that the Pepper lawyers “were invited to 
speak at leading universities and law schools [and] were the subject 
of a NOVA special and five full-length books so far.” More impor-
tant to Harvey, however, was the fact that “the controversial nature 
of the case convinced me that lawyers have to step up to the plate 
on important legal issues even, and particularly, when they are con-
troversial.” 

‘TIL DEATh Do uS PART 

Only three death row inmates have been executed in Pennsylva-
nia in recent memory. Now that the U.S. Supreme Court, in Baze 
v. Rees, has found that Kentucky’s method of lethal injection is not 
unconstitutional, there will likely be a renewed effort to move the 
Pennsylvania cases forward to the execution stage. 

Pennsylvania has one of the largest death rows in the nation and 
the governor has signed death warrants in more than seventy cases. 
The Federal Defender Office defends only those already sentenced 
to death. And while some prisoners have been exonerated based 
on DNA testing, prosecutorial misconduct or newly discovered evi-
dence, the majority of inmates sentenced to execution remain on 
death row. Perhaps that is why several large firms in Philadelphia 
participate in cases referred by the ABA Death Penalty Representa-
tion Project. Since 1993, Marc Bookman and his colleagues in the 
Homicide Unit have devoted virtually all of their time defending 
those charged with first-degree murder. 

Bookman says that the Public Defender’s staff has reconciled to 
the fact that many of their clients may be guilty, while at the same 

The Public Defender’s staff 
has reconciled to the fact 
that many of their clients 
may be guilty, while at the 
same time knowing that 
every accused person is 
entitled to a full and 
competent defense.
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time knowing that every accused person is entitled to a full and com-
petent defense. “I don’t think there’s very many lawyers that come 
into our office thinking that most of our clients are completely in-
nocent. There certainly are a percentage of our clients that are in-
nocent, and I think that that should keep any good lawyer vigilant.” 

“Of the clients that are not innocent, many of them are guilty of 
less than they’ve been charged. And then there’s a percentage that 
are guilty of the crime they’ve been charged with. Certainly if the 
death penalty is involved, I have a moral — an ethical — opposi-
tion to that and, frankly, a factual one as well. There are many good 
reasons to oppose the death penalty. Providing an accused with the 
same representation he would have to pay a lot of money for and 
can’t afford to is satisfying work. So I try to represent everybody as 
if they were some- body’s brother. 

“[T]here’s a much higher [incidence of] physiological or organic 
brain impairment, [as well as] a much higher percentage of abuse 
as children — every bad quality that you can have as a human being 
is magnified in the population of people that are accused of serious 
crimes.” 

FRoM PuBLIC DEFENDER 

To DEFENDINg PuBLIC SAFETy 

During his 22-year career as a public defender, Everett Gillison 
defended some of Philadelphia’s most notorious criminals, includ-
ing a serial rapist and cop killer Solomon Montgomery. In March, 
Mayor Michael Nutter appointed Gillison to the city’s newly created 
post of deputy mayor for public safety. The role includes coordina-
tion of the city’s criminal justice departments, including the police 
and fire departments, emergency management, district attorney’s 
office and the prison system. But the appointment had not first 
been run by the folks Gillison was charged with coordinating. 

No sooner had his appointment been announced, Gillison found 
himself in the Fraternal Order of Police’s crosshairs. The FOP 
president bashed Nutter for sending the “wrong message to the 
police and the public,” and urged that the appointment be with-
drawn. Nutter stood by the decision, stating through a spokesman 
that Gillison should not be condemned for simply doing his job as 
a senior defense attorney, recognizing that lawyers do not always 
have popular clients. 

Gillison began his career in the homicide unit at the Defenders 
Office — starting at the same time as Marc Bookman. Gillison first 
served as a case work intern and social worker. “I was a practical 
idealist. You needed to be a lawyer to have an impact. So I came 
back as a trial lawyer, and provided a compassionate voice for of-
fenders.” 

Gillison recalls defending a man charged with brutally raping 
a 10-year-old child, the same age as his daughter. She saw the ar-
rest on TV and said: “Daddy, that kid is the same age as me.” How 
did Gillison respond? “I told her what I did and told her that I was 
representing him because everybody deserves somebody to stand 
with him. His story needs to be told like everybody else. We are 
supposed to question authority. I am comfortable presenting cases 
for people whom others had given up on.” 

Gillison adds: “I respect the police. I always have. But I knew I 
had a part to play. Law enforcement includes those of us who stand 
on the other side too.” 

In the weeks and months since his appointment, Gillison feels 
he has developed a very good relationship with the FOP. “I have 
been pushing resources to help the police as best I can. I have seen 
trauma for thirty years daily. Trauma knows no rank. This isn’t a 
political thing. I’m not a politician. I react as a person to what I see 
and I call it as I see it.” 

STILL DEFENDINg AFTER 

ALL ThoSE yEARS 

Daniel Alva has been defending a mix of white collar and crimi-
nal defense clients for thirty years. “All of my clients are unpopu- 
lar,” he observes. 

Alva, whose contributions to the Philadelphia Bar Association in-
clude serving as chair of the Board of Governors under Chancellor 
Alan Feldman, is familiar with a wide array of unpopular clients, 
including Mumia Abu-Jamal’s brother, William Cook, who also 
was tried but ultimately avoided a homicide conviction, and Joseph 
Kindler, a former “most wanted” murderer and escapee from Hol-
mesburg Prison. 

“You can’t really pick your clients,” Alva notes. “You never know 
who’s going to walk in the door. You want to make sure the system 
works and that they get a fair trial. Everyone has to be treated the 
same.” 

In light of the politics and pressures of handling controversial 
matters, why do Philadelphia lawyers continue to take them on, 
often pro bono, for clients that many people would not want as a 
neighbor, business associate or friend? The themes cited by law-
yers include a desire to even the playing field, promote access to 
the courts, and ensure that even the most scorned or disadvantaged 
person has the opportunity to get his or her day in court. 

Schnader partner Ainslie adds a personal perspective:  “I do pro 
bono cases for myself as well as for the clients and the community.  
They add variety to my workload, broaden my life experience, and 
remind me how lucky we are to have a legal system where voiceless 
people can find voices to speak for them.” 

Not long after Andrew Hamilton successfully defended Zenger, an 
American living in London wrote, in Letter From A Citizen of America 
to his Correspondent in Philadelphia: “They have a proverb here, which 
I do not know how to account for; in speaking of a difficult point, 
they say, it would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer.” (Columbian maga-
zine 181-82 (1788)). The longstanding tradition of taking difficult 
and puzzling cases lives on.                                                               n

Thomas G. Wilkinson Jr. (twilkinson@cozen.com) heads the 
alternative dispute resolution practice in the law firm of Cozen 
O’Connor and is co-Chair of the Association’s State Civil Litigation 
Section. Joseph A. Sullivan (sullivanja@pepperlaw.com) is special 
counsel and director of pro bono programs at the law firm of Pepper 
Hamilton and co-Chair of the Association’s Delivery of Legal Services 
Committee.
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Trend

Up-and-Coming Sport Presents 
Exciting Challenges for Lawyers

By ChRISToPhER J. CABoTT

Bull
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In 1995, a handful of bull riders decided 
to turn their passion into a mainstream 
sport. Each of the riders invested $1,000 
and took their talents to any fair, arena or 
rodeo that would let them ride. Thirteen 
years later, PBR is one of the fastest grow-
ing sports in the United States and abroad. 
Similar to NASCAR, the PBR season runs 
almost the full calendar year — starting in 
January and concluding at the November 
world final in Las Vegas. Every weekend 
during the season, the top forty cowboys 
come to an arena near you to compete in 
a preliminary round with hopes of landing 
one of the highest scores and joining a se-
lect group in the final round to compete for 
the coveted purse. 

Our firm represents PBR in connection 
with its licensing, impression and spon-
sorship agreements. Plainly, we have been 
engaged to help grow the sport. Represent-
ing PBR is fascinating. It combines the 
quick-hit excitement of the NFL with the 
continuous brand identity of NASCAR, 
while providing the good, wholesome fam-
ily entertainment of baseball. There is also 
a deep allure with the riders. Each cowboy 
is very visible in the eyes of PBR fans and 
carries his own individual story.

There are a myriad of legal issues involved 
with PBR. Just like with any other sporting 
event, there are tort concerns. Who is liable 
if a piece of hard earth flies-up during a par-
ticularly violent “buck” and strikes a fan in 

the head, which causes her to go into shock 
and later suffer a stroke? Does a rider truly 
assume the risk of his involvement as a 
bull-rider where in most instances he is rid-
ing a bull that he did not choose to ride but 
that was assigned to him? Who is respon-
sible if one of the pyrotechnics discharged 
at the beginning of every PBR challenge in-
advertently hits a faulty beam in the roof of 
the arena that was supposed to be replaced 
after failing a safety investigation, but was 
not, and that faulty beam falls and seriously 
injures a fan? 

Intellectual property is also a concern. 
PBR has a number of trademarks, as do the 
bull owners who want to protect the com-
mercial value of their bovine investment, 
but how does one use and protect the word 
“bull” in a unique way that furthers the de-
velopment and manufacturing of targeted 
merchandising? 

Don’t forget immigration issues. A num-
ber of the riders on the PBR tour hail from 
Brazil. 

And what about the 800-pound bull in 
the corner? What happens when the PBR 
tour goes north to Canada or south to Mex-
ico and takes 40 or more living, breathing, 
agriculture-consuming bulls over national 
borders? 

Just like with horse racing, the potential 
complications that arise periodically with 
bull owners are a concern as well.

The founding fathers of PBR more than 

likely never expected that it would enjoy the 
success and growth it is experiencing today. 
Chad Pennington, starting quarterback of 
the Miami Dolphins, and multiplatinum 
recording artist Jewel are bull owners. PBR 
also holds a steady grasp on mainstream 
television. You can find it on NBC or Ver-
sus almost every weekend, and its Web 
presence is incredible. PBR is actually the 
most watched sport on YouTube, which 
makes sense considering that the longest a 
ride can be is eight seconds. A video game 
is also in the making.

PBR scoring resembles that of Olympic 
diving. Divers that perfect or nearly perfect 
a dive of high difficulty receive a higher 
score than those who perfect or nearly per-
fect a dive of lesser difficulty. In PBR, a per-
fect (completed) ride occurs when a rider 
stays straddled and holds onto the bull with 
one hand for a total of eight consecutive sec-
onds. The rider’s other hand cannot touch 
the bull or he will be disqualified. Scoring 
revolves around the difficulty of the bull, as 
they, too, are ranked according to the aver-
age of how often (or how rarely) they are 
ridden for a full eight seconds. The riders 
who complete or nearly complete a ride on 
a bull of high difficulty ranking receive a 
higher score than those who complete or 
nearly complete a ride on a bull of a lesser 
difficulty. 

At most PBR tournaments, the bulls are 
randomly selected and assigned to the rid-
ers. However, some challenges “turn it up a 
notch” by allowing the riders that make the 
final round to pick the bull of their choice. 
These “drafts” are conducted in descending 
numerical order with the highest-scoring 
rider heading into the final round picking 
first. 

The top riders do well financially. The 
weekly purse averages an amount in the 
low- to mid-six-figures – not bad for work-
ing a total of 16 seconds between a prelimi-
nary and final round ride. 

Please don’t mistake this as easy mon-
ey, though. Cracking the PBR “top 40” is 
extremely difficult. Moreover, these guys 
earn their money. Common career-ending 
injuries include broken backs and broken 
necks. Despite the severe nature of these 
injuries, many cowboys refuse to wear a 
helmet — opting instead for only their cow-
boy hat. 

And purses aren’t the only revenue 
source for bull-riding’s finest. Sponsors 
play a huge role in the sport, and conse-
quently, some of our work for PBR includes 
licensing rights and agreements. Recently, 
this aspect of the work created a challenge 

The gate opens and the count begins. 
One one-thousand; the crowd goes si-
lent. Two one-thousand; the bull bucks 
up and down violently. Three one-thou-
sand; dirt flies in every direction. Four 

one-thousand; the rider holds on for dear life. Five 
one-thousand; the fans scream. Six one-thousand; the 
rider’s cowboy hat flies off. Seven one-thousand; the 
bull unexpectedly changes direction. Eight one-thou-
sand; the horn sounds with the rider keeping one hand 
on the bull and maintaining his stressful straddle. The 
once quiet fans in Madison Square Garden are now 
on their feet offering thunderous cheers of congrat-
ulations for the first completed bull ride of the day. 
Welcome to the 2008 Professional Bull Riders (“PBR”) 
Versus Challenge.
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in our efforts to promote the sport to a 
broader audience. Channeling PBR into a 
wide-range, mainstream media outlet with 
a wide reach would help make it the house-
hold name that bull-riding faithful predict 
PBR will become — possibly 
surpassing the popularity of 
professional hockey within 
the next decade. The idea 
was simple. Pair PBR — the 
young up-and-comer — with 
an established international 
brand.

Enter Playboy magazine. 
We consult to Playboy on 

its fashion editorials and of-
fered the idea of a western 
living editorial featuring 
some of PBR’s top riders 
modeling signature cowboy 
hats, blazers, jeans, button-
down shirts and boots. PBR 
loved the idea. The magazine, however, 
wasn’t convinced that bull-riding was a fit. 
Fixing that problem was simple. PBR is the 
type of thing that although it sounds inter-
esting, you cannot appreciate it until you sit 
down and see it with your own two eyes. So 
I dragged a representative from Playboy’s 

fashion department to Madison Square 
Garden for the Versus Challenge on Janu-
ary 6. My colleague at the magazine under-
stood the allure of PBR from the second 
the first bull charged out of the gate. The 

fashionista took a number of candid pic-
tures and we started to organize ideas for 
the shoot. 

Initially, PBR and Playboy were on the 
same page as to the riders and clothing 
the editorial would feature. Among PBR’s 
many sponsors are “work wear” — boots  

and jeans sponsors — and PBR hoped to 
feature these brands exclusively in the 
shoot. That didn’t work for Playboy be-
cause the purpose of a fashion editorial 
is to feature a variety of brands – not the 

same brands over and over 
because it is considered an 
advertisement and carries of 
slew of legal and commercial 
implications. 

To make matters worse, 
some of the riders have 
exclusive apparel sponsor-
ships, which means that the 
only clothing they can wear 
in any sort of print medium 
is that of the sponsor. But we 
had to come up with a cre-
ative solution. The fashion 
editorial was too much of a 
win-win to lose. PBR would 
receive exposure in a maga-

zine with 10 million monthly subscribers, 
and Playboy would be one of the first to cap-
ture the growing PBR phenomena. 

Ultimately, we were able to help PBR 
develop a persuasive position with its 
sponsors. An editorial is different from a 
commercial endorsement and/or advertise-
ment. Accordingly, the riders should have 
the right to wear their sponsored brands 
non-exclusively with other brands in the 
editorial. Eventually, PBR received its spon-
sors’ approvals to move forward on these 
terms. Playboy found this compromise ac-
ceptable. We were ready to shoot.  

On April 23, 2008, the PBR-Playboy odd 
couple met in a Manhattan studio. After six 
hours of shooting, both parties were satis-
fied with the images and overall look of the 
editorial. As the day came to an end, I re-
flected on the legal aspects of the shoot and 
completed my own eight-second ride. One 
one-thousand; identify the client’s goals. 
Two one-thousand; present a proactive 
means to achieve those goals. Three one-
thousand; counsel the client if (when) a 
problem occurs. Four one-thousand; identi-
fy the cause of the problem. Five one-thou-
sand; devise a creative solution to resolve 
the problem. Six one-thousand; present the 
solution to the client. Seven one-thousand; 
provide the client with arguments and a po-
sition in support of the solution. Eight one-
thousand; hold on tight. The practice of law 
will “buck” you off if you let it.                  n

Christopher J. Cabott is an entertainment 
attorney with the Law Office of Lloyd Z. 
Remick and Zane Management, Inc. His 
e-mail address is ccabott@braverlaw.com.
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We had to come up with a creative 
solution. The fashion editorial was too 
much of a win-win to lose. PBR would 
receive exposure in a magazine with 
10 million monthly subscribers, and 
Playboy would be one of the first to 

capture the growing PBR phenomena.
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Annals of Justice: A Sentence for Structuring
By STEVE LAChEEN

Changing times redefine concepts, in the 
practice of law no less than in the world 
of fashion. In that simpler time of yes-
teryear, a “win” in a criminal case meant 
an acquittal. Later, the concept broad-

ened to include a sentence of probation rather than im-
prisonment — and later still, any sentence other than 
straight imprisonment. Finally, today, the concept has 
been expanded almost to the point of nullification by 
encompassing any sentence that is less onerous than 
the maximum called for by the applicable sentencing 
guidelines. 
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Somerset Maugham wrote that the line 
between love and hate is as thin as the ra-
zor’s edge. Thinner yet may be the line be-
tween winning and losing; so thin in fact 
that what appears at first to be either may 
turn out to be the other. An apparent loss 
may, when re-examined through the prism 
of time, be revealed to have been a victory 
of sorts; and, no less true that, what first 
appears to be a winning result may in due 
(or undue) course, turn out to be the op-
posite. “Winning” is not only protean but 
relative. 

A case in point: Early in my practice, 
I succeeded in obtaining a reversal of the 
most serious of several counts of conviction 
for a defendant, 313 A.2d 770 (Pa. Super. 
1973), and then convinced the judge to re-
sentence him to probation even though his 
prior record merited incarceration. Within 
a fortnight of my client’s release from cus-
tody, his wife had, in the vernacular of the 
day, “cleaned his ear with a shotgun.” In 
retrospect, a loss in the courtroom would 
certainly have extended and perhaps even 
saved his life.

But the clearest example of the blurring of 
the line between winning and losing I ever 
encountered occurred much more recently, 
and involved not only a redefinition of the 
final result, but a re-assessment of numer-
ous intermediate decisions along the way.

The saga of Mark Simon began for me 
when he was brought to my office by a 
Brooklyn rabbi, who had read a news report 
that I had obtained a reversal on appeal of a 
conviction in a “currency structuring” case 
(See, “I Meet the Supremes (For Real)”). 
The legal problem that prompted the visit 
was neither unusual nor difficult; the client 
was both.

At first glance, Mark was an impos-
ing physical presence. Standing six feet 
two inches, he looked like an athlete gone 
soft. He was in fact extremely soft-spoken 
and polite to the point of being obsequi-
ous. Not exactly handsome, he had regular 
features, with high cheekbones, an east-
ern European slant to his eyes, and a sly 
smile. Coupled with a paranoiac view of 
the world, his cunning facade gave Mark 
an aura of inscrutability that belied his ba-
sic lack of experience and dearth of knowl-
edge.

Dressed in black according to the precepts 
of his orthodoxy, with matching broad-
brimmed black hat perched squarely atop 
his head, Mark projected a meek and mild 
affect, and spoke to me in terms so defer-
ential as to be annoying, especially when I 
came to realize that his diffidence, although 

not exactly feigned, was simply one arrow 
in a large quiver of manipulative devices. 

I became even more annoyed at his habit 
of ending every conversation with the sin-
cerely expressed wish that I have a “very, 
very good day,” or weekend, or holiday, as 
the calendar dictated. Most annoying of 
all, however, was his habit of asking me 
questions, the answers to which he already 
knew, as a mechanism for testing whether 
I knew what I was talking about. Represent-
ing him, I thought, was going to be a real 
challenge. And I was right.

At that first meeting, the rabbi did most of 
the talking. He advised that Mark had pled 
guilty to one count of illegally “structuring” 
currency deposits to evade IRS reporting 
and had been sentenced to serve fifteen 
months in prison. He was awaiting desig-
nation to an institution; his self-surrender 
date was about a month away. What they 
wanted was to improve Mark’s situation 
by reducing the sentence in any way pos-
sible. Toward that end, I agreed to review 
the plea agreement, presentence report and 
sentencing transcript in his case.

In so doing, I discovered an error in the 
sentencing proceedings that I felt certain 
would enable Mark to have his sentence 
vacated and reconsidered. His attorney, the 
prosecutor, the presentence investigator, 
and the judge had all been unaware that 
the sentencing guideline for the offense 
of structuring had been amended a month 
earlier to provide for the possibility of a 
lower offense level — and resulting lower 
guidelines — in a situation in which the 
cash deposits were not the proceeds of ille-
gal activity and the ownership of the funds 
had not been concealed.

Mark’s offense had involved his deposit-
ing a total of $140,000 in cash deposits of 
less than $10,000 each into his own bank 
account in his own name over a seven-day 
period, and the funds had been legal income 
in the first place. I thought we would have 
an excellent chance to convince the judge to 
reduce his sentence, especially since there 
were other mitigating circumstances that 
prior counsel had not presented to the court 

at sentencing.
We decided we did not want to petition 

to withdraw Mark’s guilty plea, because the 
government would then be free to charge 
him with the tax offenses that they had 
agreed not to prosecute as part of the plea 
agreement. The motion I filed sought only a 
re-sentencing based on the ground that the 
sentence had been imposed without con-
sideration of the recent amendment to the 
guidelines. 

To bolster our argument for relief, I in-
cluded an allegation that, after the date of 
Mark’s sentencing, the U.S. Supreme Court 
had decided (in the case which I had argued) 
that the “willfulness” element of the offense 
of structuring required knowledge on the 
part of a defendant that he was engaging in 
unlawful conduct. Since Mark had, during 
his plea colloquy, specifically denied that he 
had known structuring was illegal, his plea 
would, if Mark chose to do so, be subject to 
attack on that basis. I was, of course, hoping 
the court would consider that factor as an ad-
ditional reason to reduce Mark’s sentence to 
one of probation and thereby avoid further 
proceedings in which Mark would file a mo-
tion to withdraw his guilty plea.

But that was a serious error in judgment 
on my part. At the hearing on my motion to 
vacate and reconsider Mark’s sentence, the 
judge accused me of trying to bargain with 
the court by saying in effect that if the court 
didn’t grant Mark probation, he would then 
move to vacate his guilty plea as well as his 
sentence. Therefore, said the judge, Mark 
would have to affirm his plea before the 
court would consider the motion to resen-
tence him.

We argued, and argued, and argued; 
and eventually the court called upon me 
to make a decision one way or the other. I 
said we would stand firm on the motion as 
filed, expecting that the judge would deny 
the motion, thereby creating an appropriate 
record for what I was sure would be a suc-
cessful appeal. But I was wrong again, and 
completely surprised, when the judge im-
mediately issued an order from the bench, 
vacating the sentence, marking the guilty 

An apparent loss may, when re-examined 
through the prism of time, be revealed to have 
been a victory of sorts; and, no less true that, 

what first appears to be a winning result may in due
(or undue) course, turn out to be the opposite.
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plea withdrawn, and dismissing the indict-
ment without prejudice. And then she said 
Mark was free to go.

Mark and his ever-attendant rabbi were 
ecstatic. Not only had the sentence been 
vacated, the charges were dismissed alto-
gether! Their celebratory mood was quickly 
unleavened, however, when I explained that 
the judge’s order was only a temporary re-
prieve, that Mark could and certainly would 
be re-indicted, and that the new charges 
might very well encompass not only the 
structuring offense but the tax offenses 
which the government had agreed not to 
charge pursuant to the plea agreement. So, 
our “win” was anything but.

But I still believed that Mark had been 
entitled to be resentenced without having 

to waive his right to later move the court to 
withdraw his guilty plea. And so, I filed an 
appeal to the Court of Appeals that would 
at least prevent the prosecutor from pro-
ceeding to obtain a new indictment for six 
months or more, pending disposition of the 
appeal.

Briefs were filed and the matter listed for 
argument. The three-judge panel insisted 
on treating the matter as an appeal from the 
dismissal of the indictment, disregarding 
the fact that it was the judge’s order deny-
ing the motion for resentencing which we 
had appealed. Brushing off the argument 
that my client was prejudiced by the court’s 
action because he now faced the prospect 
of being indicted on additional charges, the 
panel avoided the core issue by ruling from 

the bench that, until such time, if ever, that 
the government proceeded with a new in-
dictment, my appeal was premature. I told 
myself we would at least avoid a later allega-
tion of waiver; but in my heart it just felt 
like one more loss.

The prosecutor, with enough experi-
ence under his belt to know the difference 
between crimes and Serious Crimes, and 
enough self-confidence not to take the 
matter personally, knew that bringing ad-
ditional tax charges might be vulnerable to 
an allegation of vindictive prosecution, and 
decided to re-indict Mark only on the same 
structuring charge. So, the new indictment 
when it came, although perceived by my cli-
ent as a loss, was regarded by me as some-
thing of a win, since our losing appellate 
effort had not resulted in exposing him to 
greater punishment. But, in that regard, 
later events proved me wrong again.

In due course, pretrial motions were 
filed, heard and denied; and the case was 
listed for trial. Jury selection took less than 
an hour, and the “twelve in the box” looked 
like one of those World War II cinematic 
army platoons from Central Casting — one 
each of every ethnic stripe — without a 
doubt a melting pot of reasonable doubt.

“I never saw a jury like this before,” I said 
to the prosecutor. “A miniature United Na-
tions. I can’t imagine a more representa-
tive group.” “It won’t make any difference 
once they hear the evidence,” he said, with 
a knowing smile.

Opening remarks and presentation of 
the government’s case took all of an after-
noon. The jury was excused for the night, 
and the court heard argument on my mo-
tion for acquittal, which was denied. The 
court made a finding that the required ele-
ment of knowledge by the defendant — that 
it was unlawful to break bank deposits into 
amounts of less than $10,000 — was sup-
plied by mere proof that Mark had listed his 
occupation, on the application to open his 
bank account several years earlier, as stock 
broker.

I was certain that the government’s proof 
on that point was insufficient to establish 
the crucial element of knowledge; and so, 
when court convened the next morning, 
the defense rested without putting on any 
evidence.

Final arguments took less than an 
hour. My closing remarks consisted mainly 
of arguing to the jury the truism that one 
and one do not make three; in other words, 
that the government’s evidence established 
only two of the three elements necessary 
to support a conviction, and that the court 
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Coupled with a paranoiac view of the world, 
his cunning facade gave Mark an aura 

of inscrutability that belied his basic lack 
of experience and dearth of knowledge.
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would so instruct them. And the court did 
in fact give that exact instruction.

The jury deliberated exactly ten 
minutes before returning with a ver-
dict. Guilty! Wrong again. 

 The probation officer who conducted 
the presentence investigation made it clear 
that by going to trial and losing, Mark had 
forfeited the three-level reduction of his of-
fense level that had been granted for his 
acceptance of responsibility at the time of 
his initial guilty plea. The resulting recalcu-
lation of the guidelines called for a more se-
vere sentence than the fifteen-month term 
previously imposed.

But all was not lost, not yet. At sentencing, 
I argued for a downward departure based 
upon other factors — that it had been the 
court itself, and not Mark, who had with-
drawn his guilty plea; and that Mark had 
never denied the facts of his case, only the 
application of the law to those facts. Further, 
in the time that had elapsed since Mark’s 
initial sentence, his wife had given birth to 
their first child, and was not well; and since 
they had no other help, his extraordinary 
personal responsibilities were further justi-
fication for a downward departure. 

After considerable hesitation, the judge 
imposed the same fifteen-month sentence 
as before. To have taken back Mark’s guilty 
plea, and gone to trial and lost, and to have 
obtained the same sentence, seemed to me 
a virtual win. From my client’s standpoint, 
however, after almost two years of constant 
lawyering, he was right back where he 
started, on his way to serve a fifteen-month 
prison sentence.

Not just yet, however. We still had the 
right to appeal the conviction based upon 
the insufficiency of the evidence to estab-
lish the mens rea required to support the 
conviction. So, it was off to the Court of Ap-
peals once again.

Six months later, I made exactly the same 
argument to the Court of Appeals that had 
won a reversal from the U.S. Supreme 
Court for the client whose victory reported 
in the press was what had attracted Mark’s 
rabbi to me in the first place. But this time, 
four of the six ears hearing the argument 
were not only unpersuaded, they were de-
termined not to follow the Supreme Court’s 
lead; and so, when the opinion was handed 
down several weeks later, it read “Judgment 
Affirmed,” with one dissent. 85 F.3d 906 
(CA2, 1996). Yet another loss. I couldn’t 
believe how many times I had been found 
wrong in the same case — at least once at 
every turn.

Unlike my client in the prior case, Mark 

did not get to go to the Supreme Court. We 
were awaiting notice from the U.S. Mar-
shal, as to which federal institution he was 
to report, when I decided, in a last ditch 
effort, to write the judge a letter, request-
ing that she recommend to the Bureau of 
Prisons that Mark be designated to Boot 
Camp. Completion of the mandatory six-
month commitment there would result 
in Mark’s immediate release to a halfway 
house, thereby cutting the prison compo-
nent of his sentence from fifteen months to 
six months. To my surprise, the prosecutor 
agreed not to object, and the judge signed 
the proposed recommendation that I had 
enclosed with my letter.

And the Bureau of Prisons complied 
with the judge’s recommendation. Some-
one must have thought it would be funny 
to send this ultra-Orthodox, overweight 
Brooklyn boy to Boot Camp in the heart of 
Pennsylvania Klan country, run by a cadre 
of prison guards not known for their toler-
ance of anyone or anything, especially the 
cultural differences of individual inmates.

To everyone’s surprise, including his 
own, Mark stuck it out. He endured the 
entire grueling program, lost twenty-five 
pounds, and “graduated” to home deten-
tion six months later. So, when all was said 
and done, although every one of our efforts 
in court had been a failure, we had some-
how managed to “win” a sentence reduc-
tion anyway. 

Following his release from custody, 
Mark’s time under supervision of the Proba-
tion Office was a stormy one. His probation 
officer simply could not grasp that Mark 
spent all day, every day, engaged in prayer 
at his local synagogue, and he hounded 
Mark to get a job on pain of facing proba-
tion violation charges. So Mark got himself 
hired as the Shamus, or caretaker, at the 
synagogue, where he continued to spend 
his day, every day.

Mark called periodically to let me know 
he was alright and had not forgotten his 
obligation to pay the balance of the fee due 
me from before he went into custody. Once 
in a while Mark’s wife called to complain 

about the restraints imposed by Mark’s pro-
bation. At other times, she called to vent her 
anger at Mark over his refusal to seek “nor-
mal” employment. During one such call, I 
recalled Maugham’s analogy. 

In less than two years following his re-
lease from prison, Mark and his wife had 
two more children. Somewhere along the 
way, I heard that he had gotten a job in tele-
marketing, and I had the unhappy thought 
that he would somehow find himself in 
trouble again. 

I did not, however, expect the call that 
came from Mark’s wife one Friday morn-
ing early in the third year of his supervised 
release, to tell me that Mark had not come 
home the night before. The police had found 
her father’s car, which Mark had been driv-
ing, stopped with the motor running on 
a street near Coney Island. A witness had 
told the police that the driver of the car had 
been taken away in handcuffs. Obviously, 
neither robbery nor ransom had been the 
motive.

I spent that entire Friday calling every po-
lice precinct and hospital in the area, with 
no results. Mark’s wife had no clue as to 
where he might be, or why she hadn’t heard 
from him. As the end of the day and the 
start of the Sabbath approached, she agreed 
to call me the following night, or sooner if 
she heard anything. 

When the phone rang later that same 
night, I expected to hear that Mark had been 
located, but was shocked to learn that he 
had been found, in the Borough of Queens, 
still handcuffed, shot dead. Dead at 34, leav-
ing a wife and three young children.

What offense, I wondered, could he have 
committed to have motivated someone to 
invoke the ultimate sanction — the loss of 
his life? The question remains unanswered 
because the mystery of Mark Simon’s death 
remains unsolved.                                       n

Stephen Robert LaCheen (slacheen@
concentric.net), a member of the editorial 
board of The Philadelphia Lawyer, is a 
partner in the law firm of LaCheen, Dixon, 
Wittels & Greenberg.

What offense, I wondered, could he have committed
 to have motivated someone to invoke 

the ultimate sanction — 
the loss of his life? 
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While many organizations have implemented well-intentioned 
programs to increase diversity of all kinds, the results of efforts to 
increase racial, ethnic and gender diversity have shown only limited 
success in the legal profession. Broadening the definition of diver-

sity necessitates a more nuanced under-
standing of how to measure the success of 
diversity programs. Current statistics reveal 
that minority representation in law firms 
has improved, but only to a small degree, 
and there is still more work ahead. Looking 
back to 1993, the diversity landscape has 
nevertheless changed, and to move forward 
requires an examination of what diversity 
looks like today.

Diversity is now considered by most orga-
nizations a common goal, the achievement 
of which benefits the entire business com-
munity. Law firms, particularly, understand 
the need to reflect their business clients, 
who tend to employ a higher percentage of 
minority groups of all types. The National 
Association for Law Placement (NALP) re-
ports that only 18 percent of law firm asso-

ciates and 5.4 percent of law firm partners are minorities, while 32 
percent of the employed private industry workforce are minorities, 
according to 2006 data from the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission. Myriad obstacles to diversity at law firms remain, 

DiversityNow
By DR. SEAN kAThLEEN LINCoLN AND ADRIENNE CoRNWALL

Fifteen years ago when the Bar Associa-
tion’s Minorities in the Profession com-
mittee drafted the Statement of Goals 
for Increasing the Retention and Pro-
motion of Minorities, the committee’s 

moniker reflected the focus of diversity efforts of the 
time — racial diversity. Diversity has since taken on 
a broader definition — organizations look to diversify 
in terms of race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, 
physical ability — the list continues to grow. As this 
definition has evolved over time, a new set of challeng-
es has emerged.
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however, and many of them – according to anecdotal accounts by 
Philadelphia attorneys – have acquired subtle differences in the last 
two decades. The blatant intolerance of the past has been replaced 
in many organizations by the gradual accumulation of barely per-
ceptible but consistent slights, or microinequities, that contribute 
to the still-lagging numbers of minorities, women, LGBT and 
disabled attorneys among partnership and executive ranks in law 
firms and corporations.

Whereas many years ago the simple lack of familiarity in work-
ing relationships between majority and minority groups led to 
fewer advancement opportunities, the current situation is a little 
less obvious. More minority groups are gaining access, although at 
a slow rate, and conscious efforts to limit their advancement have 
been replaced by programs intended to help retain them, includ-
ing mentoring, coaching and formal networking events. Informal 
networking, however, appears to continue to present an advantage 
to majority groups. For example, at 
a firm golf tournament, picture two 
young male first-year associates, 
one white and one black. Both as-
sociates are paired with white male 
senior partners for the day and grad-
uated together from a top ten law 
school. The white partner strikes 
up a conversation with his associate 
pair, and when the partner begins 
putting together a team for his next big case, he remembers that 
associate and assigns him to the team. Meanwhile, the black associ-
ate’s partner, assuming he had very little in common with his golf 
partner, limits his chit-chat with the associate to the game at hand 
despite the associate’s efforts at more substantive conversation. 
This associate does not benefit from the development opportunity 
the golf outing was intended to be. This type of uneven footing 
early on in these associates’ careers sets the white associate up for 
advancement, and the black associate begins a game of catch-up 
when a year later he finally gets more substantive work as a part of 
the firm’s formal mentoring program.

Another example of progress is the firm environment. Gone 
(for the most part) are epithets and slurs – definitely an improve-
ment. Current attitudes, though more open-minded when it comes 
to firm policy, are often not so liberal in practice. Take for exam-
ple, a scenario where two Latina associates are called each others’ 
names consistently by colleagues, senior partners and firm man-
agement. Whether this happens because of ignorance, accident or 
design, the result of treating these associates as indistinguishable 
from each other because they are minority women is the same – 
they will likely not stick around because this treatment shows that 
their colleagues and superiors do not value them as individuals 
and therefore can’t objectively evaluate their individual contribu-
tions. Such behavior can be observed even in people who consider 
themselves quite progressive in terms of diversity and often results 
from a combination of inexperience with minorities and uninten-
tional egocentrism. Law firm diversity programs that now only give 
face time to diversity could address this challenge by promoting 
increased awareness among all firm employees — regardless of se-
niority or formal participation in a diversity initiative — about how 
such offenses are inappropriate and difficult to perceive as a mem-
ber of a majority group. This policy augmentation might increase 
the chance of reducing this behavior and subsequent attrition of 
minority employees, and is likely to be most effective with the buy-
in of firm management.

Some minority attorneys who achieve traditional success by 
breaking into the partnership ranks find that the reward is often 
tempered by their peers’ subconscious resistance to them. Imagine 
a minority female partner who offers a proposal at a partnership 
meeting, only to have it ignored. Later in the meeting, a white male 
partner offers the same proposal, only to have it praised and accept-
ed by the group. Another colleague may remark to the group that it 
was originally someone else’s idea, but the damage is done – both 
to the partner’s relationships with many of her colleagues as well 
as to her credibility in the partnership. Again, this type of slight of-
ten appears to not be intentional but instead points to the majority 
group’s inherent and often subconscious assumptions – namely, 
that they have more comfort accepting an idea presented by some-
one who is like them and with whom they feel an affinity based on 
their shared majority identity. Being aware that this type of “safety” 
behavior goes on is the first step toward eliminating it and encour-

aging honest assessments of em-
ployees’ work products. 

The changing face of diversity 
efforts today presents an opportu-
nity to assess progress and use that 
information to tailor programs to 
the current environment. While 
none of these incidents is egre-
gious alone, the accumulation of 
these instances has a meaningful 

negative impact on the minority attorney. Most survey research 
shows that members of minority groups find that discrimination, 
blatant or subtle, is more prevalent than majority people do, and 
many minority attorneys report that a lack of acknowledgement of 
these microinequities contributes to their frustration with the cur-
rent environment. Many diverse individuals conclude that the lack 
of progress in diversity and inclusion has more to do with lack of 
interest and genuine effort on the part of the respective legal orga-
nizations. This notion is reinforced by the shared experiences of 
minority attorneys, who indicate, for example, that they have the 
unspoken equivalent of a standing invitation to a seat at VIP firm 
events solely based on their minority status because their presence 
will give the appearance of diversity within the firm, regardless of 
the firm’s actual diversity culture.

Experts in the field of diversity advocate that comprehensive, 
firmwide diversity training may help overcome current obstacles. 
The training would entail multi-day sessions at which employees 
review and discuss scenarios and circumstances gathered in in-
terviews conducted by trainers with firm employees. Certain ex-
amples from the interviews may occur regularly at the firm, but 
relatively few people may be aware of it. Training sessions should 
also provide a comfortable environment for all firm members to 
speak about their perspective on diversity issues and to engage in 
discussion about creative solutions for the firm. Training must be 
backed by visible support from senior management and consistent 
enforcement of firm diversity and inclusion policies in order to suc-
ceed. Moving forward in the next fifteen years, a meaningful and 
sincere buy-in by law firm management to commit to diversity and 
inclusion principles — not only in hiring and retention policies but 
also to support everyday employee and client relations — can help 
paint a more lifelike portrait of the future of the legal profession. n

Dr. Sean Kathleen Lincoln (slincoln@philabar.org) is director of the 
Association’s Office for Diversity. Adrienne Cornwall (acornwall@
philabar.org) is managing editor of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

Myriad obstacles to diversity at 
law firms remain, however, and 

many of them – according to anecdotal 
accounts by Philadelphia attorneys – 
have acquired subtle differences in 

the last two decades. 
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Louis S. Rulli
Director of Clinical Programs, University of Pennsylvania Law School 

INTERVIEW By MIChAEL J. CARRoLL

michael J. carroll:  let’s start with an easy one.  What drives 
you?  What keeps lou rulli getting out of bed on those 
monday mornings in february?  
louis s. rulli: I love what I do. And that’s the easy, simple and 
honest answer. I always have, and as long as I keep loving what 
I do, I’ll be getting up even in February to come to work. I think 
it all begins in humble beginnings, if I can say it that way. I was 
born and raised in New York City. I lived in public housing for my 
first fifteen years, in a very loving family of very modest means, 
and I gained a deep appreciation for what I think are the most im-
portant things about life. And not included on that list is material 
wealth. What is included is fairness, decency, respect and helping 
others. So I think what drives me is probably all of that. The great 

desire to want to do good. I’m always opti-
mistic. I like people and I like being a law-
yer, and I like seeing when the law can help 
solve problems and do something good.

 
Are there any political or religious roots 
in your family that helped to inspire you? 
I think there are things that inspired me 
from my family. First and foremost, I start 
with my father, who was someone who real-
ly embodied in my mind what Tom Brokaw 
was trying to say about the Greatest Genera-
tion. He served in the Navy during the Sec-
ond World War, and he was on the U.S.S. 
Yorktown, a major aircraft carrier, that was 
damaged at the big Battle of the Coral Sea 

and then ultimately was sunk at Midway. He was on it when it was 
sunk. I’m glad that he was picked up by another ship, otherwise I 
wouldn’t be here. What he taught me, though, is public service in 
giving to others. Of course, I don’t know that I could ever appreci-
ate what it really meant to be part of that generation, to give the way 
that generation gave to America to preserve our democracy. But he 
instilled in me the importance of what we all do as citizens for our 
democracy and for our country.

Also, my mother was an immigrant. She was born in Sicily. She 
helps me to understand how important it is that we treat every im-
migrant in this country with dignity and respect, and understand 
that folks come to this great country in search of a better life. We 

After serving the public for more than two decades as 
an attorney for and then executive director of Com-
munity Legal Services, Louis Rulli moved into aca-
demia to teach the next generation of lawyers about 
how the law can best serve all citizens and the public 

interest. He taught full-time at University of Pennsylvania Law School 
and as of July 1 became the director of the law school’s clinical pro-
grams. Throughout his career, he has remained a vital resource to the 
Philadelphia public interest community and a vital advocate for legal 
aid services in the city.

photographs by John Carlano
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have an obligation. Sometimes we don’t meet that obligation in 
difficult times.  She’s helped me to keep centered and focused on 
that.  Probably even more importantly, she’s kept me focused on 
family and food. I come from an Italian family — a large, extended 
Italian family — and the opportunity to get together on Sunday 
afternoons over pasta with a big family is one of the great joys. It’s 
really one of the great building enterprises for I think all of us.

 
Early work experiences can be very influential and informa-
tive.  tell us about the first job you remember, and then tell us 
about that first legal job.
I agree with you. I think that all jobs are very formative. In college, 
I had a little of every job, and I think that’s really good. It helped to 
give me a better experience of different kinds of work, of different 
kinds of things that are important to people in different workplac-
es. I’ve worked in factories, and I’ve worked in department stores, 
and anywhere I could to raise a few bucks to pay for school. In fact, 
if I think about my first job, I actually worked at Fort Dix for two 
summers under a program that was set up as really a part of the war 
on poverty. I lived in New York, and the New York Navy Yard was 
closed. My father was now a civilian employee, and they gave him a 
choice: He could relocate the family to Philadelphia or to Guam. My 
father picked Guam; my mother said, “We’re going to Philadel-
phia.” That’s how I got down to this area. But I worked at Fort Dix 
in a program established to help teens of modest income to begin to 
get acclimated to the workplace. And I think that’s a very important 
initiative that we probably need a lot more of in America today.  

The first job in college was an internship in government. It was 
a great opportunity to work very closely with a town manager in a 
large suburban town, and also to attend classes at Princeton Uni-
versity that brought together theory and practice. This is where I 
was first introduced to the notion of merging theory and practice. If 
academic institutions are to succeed, in my judgment, they have to 
merge theory and practice. Both are critical. So here I was first in-
troduced to how we can make a real difference for ordinary citizens 
through public service in government. I think it had a big impact 
on my career plans because I was originally an engineering major 
in college, and I shifted to political science and ultimately law. 

My externship to Community Legal Services was an introduction 
to a great organization with which I fell in love, and knew from that 
day on that I wanted to work in. I began in that externship at Law 
Center West under an extraordinary person who would become my 
mentor, and whom I would admire then and continue to admire 
for an entire lifetime, and that of course is Janet Stotland. Janet was 
the managing attorney at Law Center West, a tremendously gifted, 
talented, caring individual who really gave me my start and taught 
me more than I think she’ll ever know, and I’m forever grateful.

 
When you were growing up did you know any lawyers, and 
what did you think they did?  looking back now, what do you 
think they did?
I was the first person from my extended family to go to college. We 
had no lawyers in the family, so I didn’t know lawyers growing up.  
My concept of what lawyers did was watching Perry Mason and 
television. I think largely, America still gets its view of lawyers from 
what they see on television. That can be good, and it can be bad.

There’s one television show that clearly inspired me, although I 
didn’t realize then how much it probably inspired me. It was “The 
Young Lawyers.” It was a show that was premised on the notion 
that an experienced lawyer would leave practice, go to a law school, 
I guess it was Harvard Law School, and supervise law students in 

the practice of law. And those law students would do phenomenal 
work in representing clients, mostly in a criminal setting, as I recall 
it. But I still remember watching that show and thinking that’s a 
pretty neat thing to do. 

 
You adjusted well from clS to the University of 
Pennsylvania. What were some of the big differences in the 
cultures of the two organizations? 
Well, Community Legal Services is a grassroots community-based 
organization. At its best, it brings together the community, enor-
mously talented staff, an active and interested Board of Trustees, 
and that’s a great, great partnership. Obviously, academic institu-
tions are different, and they have a different mission. But what at-
tracted me to the University of Pennsylvania Law School was the 
ability to continue to have an impact and most hopefully upon the 
next generation of lawyers. I see my work at the University of Penn-
sylvania Law School, which is a great, great institution, as really an 
extension of what I was doing before. It’s the opportunity to work 
with bright and talented law students, to get them to see the world 
as it really is, to get them to see the law as it really is. Sometimes a 
wonderful connection, sometimes a total disconnect. And to apply 
their talents to making the promise of equal justice under law a 
reality for all citizens. 

 
Did you have any other mentors in your life besides Janet? 
 Well, I think mentors play a critical role. I say to law students when 
they leave law school, look for people to work with, with whom you 
share values, and from whom you can learn, and who are generous 
with their time and their talents. Janet Stotland was every bit of 
that for me. But I think mentors can be from afar, or not necessar-
ily folks who you work with on a daily basis. And I want to share 
my thoughts about two judges who were not necessarily mentors 
by any means, but who inspired me to want to think about what a 
career in the law should mean. The two judges, both of whom are 
no longer with us, are very different but they’re both extraordinary 
in their own ways. 

The first is Judge Nicholas Cipriani. Judge Cipriani was one of the 
first judges that I ever appeared before as a young lawyer at Com-
munity Legal Services. And I knew right from the beginning that 
this was an extraordinary individual. He embodied what I thought 
a judge really should display. He cared deeply about each and every 
case. He sat in Family Court on some of the most emotionally trou-
bling cases, and you could see him agonize about each and every 
case, wanting to do the right thing. And I could see in looking at 
him, as if this was my grandfather, struggling to solve the prob-
lem and to keep strong the family. He treated everyone with great 
respect — lawyers but, more importantly, every litigant that came 
before him, no matter how poor or no matter how rich. And he 
traveled to court each day on the bus from South Philadelphia.  He 
never lost his connection to community, to family, and it was a great 
privilege to be able to appear before him and to know that the law 
was in good hands when Judge Cipriani was sitting on the bench. 

The second judge is entirely different — A. Leon Higginbotham. 
It’s as if the Constitution itself was embodied in this enormous tal-
ent and figure that was bigger than life.  Judge Higginbotham, with 
his booming voice, really embodied to me what a civil rights lawyer 
and a civil rights judge was all about.  To be in his presence was an 
extraordinary honor. And to listen to his stories about what advo-
cacy in the South as a civil rights lawyer in the courtroom was all 
about was unbelievable.  As we think about equal justice under law, 
we think about what judges ought to be — if we can think about the 
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qualities that Judges Cipriani and Higginbotham brought to their 
work, it’s a great, great lesson for all of us. And we don’t always 
recognize and appreciate the giants that are among us until they’re 
no longer here. 

 
Are your children considering taking a career path similar to 
yours? Would you want them to? 
 I’m blessed with a wonderful family: my wonderful wife, Carole, 
we’ve been married now for 32 years; and I have two children who I 
am immensely proud of — a son, Steve, who is 28, and a daughter, 
Anne Marie, who is 22. What do I wish for them? I wish for them 
the same happiness and fulfillment that I’ve achieved in my own 
life. And that should be whatever path they want to take.  My father, 
who had a different career path, never said to me that I had to fol-
low in his career path, and he didn’t say not to, either. I think both 
my mother and father instilled in me the importance of education, 
the importance of working hard at whatever you do, and making 
a difference. That’s what I would like for my children in whatever 
path that might be.

 
law school is expensive.  What do you tell a student who 
comes to you and says, “Professor rulli, i would like to go into 
public interest law after graduation, but i just can’t afford to.”  
is your answer any different for a first semester, first year stu-
dent, versus a first semester, third year student?
Student loan forgiveness and repayment assistance is one of the 
most important challenges for the profession. That’s why I’ve been 
co-chairing a task force of the Pennsylvania Bar Association for 
the last several years. We have presented a report to the House of 
Delegates that has been adopted by the House, calling for recom-
mendations to establish a statewide program that would provide for 
loan forgiveness and repayment assistance. I think we have to solve 
this problem. Legal education is expensive and it is foreclosing op-
portunities for talented, committed, dedicated law students from 
entering public service. For those who have entered public service 
and find that after a few years of really developing expertise and 
giving back that they have to leave because of financial constraints 
when they want to buy a house and raise a family, it is not fair 
to them that they should not have the opportunities to take their 
career paths with their hearts want to take them and where our 
society needs them. 

My hope would be that the Senate and House would act on that 
legislation this term and that we would begin to provide effective 
statewide mechanism so that I could say to first-year law students, 
and I could say to third-year law students, and I could say to third-
year attorneys that there is financial assistance to enable you to give 
back to this community. Until that happens, I’m going to continue 
to work on this effort. I’ve learned certainly one thing as a public 
interest lawyer, and that is that change does not come easy or quick-
ly. But I think this is a cause worth pursuing and worth continuing, 
until we achieve it. Our society needs their talents, and we short-
change society when we foreclose opportunities because education 
has become expensive. And frankly, it just cannot be paid back. 

 
What are your goals for the clinic at this point?  
 I have some goals. On July 1, I’ll be taking over as director of 
the clinical programs here at the University of Pennsylvania Law 
School, and it’s a great honor and a great privilege to be able to 
do so. I follow in the steps of my good friend and colleague, Doug 
Frankel, who has had that position for many years, and I believe 
has done a great job in building the clinical programs here at Penn 

that attracted me to come and teach here. 
My goal is first and foremost to make sure that those efforts con-

tinue and continue to grow. But I think we also need to look at 
what the great challenges are ahead for the profession and for our 
students coming out of law school. We need to prepare them for 
being integral partners in making law the distinguished profession 
that it is and that it needs to be in a global society in which our de-
mocracy is challenged at every turn and in which, disturbingly, the 
gap between rich and poor is growing. So if our justice system is to 
work, it’s going to need the full commitment of every lawyer. My 
challenge for the clinic is to prepare law students for all of the chal-
lenges of what it means to be a lawyer and a leader in our society. 
And that’s a tall challenge. But I think through clinical education 
we merge theory and practice. We expose law students to how the 
law really works. We show students that problems can be solved, 
and that lawyers can be problem solvers if they apply their talents 
and their creativity and their passion to serving people.

 
Where do you go from here?  What does the next 10 or 20 
years hold for you? 
No one really knows the future, and I don’t pretend to know the 
future, but my guess is it will remain here in Philadelphia. I love 
Philadelphia. And I think there are so many unfinished challeng-
es, that I hope that I can spend whatever remaining years I have 
confronting those challenges. You know that one of the great chal-
lenges that I worked on both as executive director of Community 
Legal Services, and after I left CLS, is too build strong partnership 
that produces reliable, dependable funding for civil legal services to 
the poor. When I was at CLS, I watched it as our funding was taken 
away from us by the stroke of a pen — of the president, of the gov-
ernor — and I saw the havoc that that created with client commu-
nities, with our staff and closing of offices. It was very clear to me 
that we had to build a dependable, non-political reliable funding 
mechanism for civil legal services to the poor. That’s why I worked 
hard with so many others on IOLTA — Interest on Lawyers’ Trust 
Account program — first as a voluntary program through the Leg-
islature, and ultimately as a mandatory program through the Su-
preme Court. I worked hard on access to justice, as a civil filing fee 
add-on, in order to provide a non-political funding source. We have 
to continue with those challenges in looking forward as to what ad-
ditional ways we can give programs like legal services the funding 
it needs to bring equal justice to all of our citizens.  

We are working on Civil Gideon as a concept in Pennsylvania and 
across the nation. By Civil Gideon, we raise the question of whether 
or not there should be a right to counsel in civil matters that are so 
fundamental and vital to the needs and interests of the litigants. You 
know, at one point in our country’s history, there was no right to 
counsel in a criminal matter prior to Gideon v. Wainwright. Imagine 
facing the loss of your liberty, of being incarcerated without any ac-
cess to counsel.  Today we look back at that and say, how could we 
ever think that a justice system was just, or that due process of law 
meant anything if you didn’t have counsel to protect you when you 
faced the loss of liberty? I believe that one day, we will look back in 
the same way to our civil justice system and say, how did we ever 
think that we could take children away from parents, take homes 
away from homeowners, or take public benefits or health coverage 
away from citizens without having access to a lawyer to protect your 
rights? So I think that’s one of the great challenges ahead.            n

Michael J. Carroll (mcarroll@cls.org) is a public interest lawyer in 
Philadelphia.
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By ShARoN M. ERWIN

Refining Philadelphia’s 
Cultural Heritage Policy

Local
treasures



Philadelphia, with its history of passionate civic and legal debate over 
its cultural treasures, has articulated to a remarkable degree the 
common themes and conflicting viewpoints expressed in the intense 
international debate over responsible cultural heritage policy. The 
lessons learned from the recent and very public controversies sur-

rounding The Gross Clinic, the President’s House and its slave quarters, The Dream 
Garden and The Angel of Purity, provide Philadelphia with an opportunity to critically 
evaluate its cultural heritage policy, informed by the international cultural heritage 
dynamic. As the first U.S. city to pass a citywide preservation ordinance, and with 
its abundant and diverse cultural heritage, Philadelphia is uniquely qualified to es-
tablish a national model for a comprehensive municipal cultural heritage policy. 

“the dream garden” by maxfield parrish/louis comfort tiffany Courtesy of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Partial 
bequest of John W. Merriam; partial purchase with funds provided by a grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts; partial gift of Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, The University of the Arts and the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania.
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The term “cultural heritage,” which once 
referred to the often-monumental remains 
of cultures, has changed profoundly over the 
last sixty years. The term is defined incon-
sistently in various laws and conventions, 
but there is a clear progression, according to 
renowned arts lawyer Barbara T. Hoffman, 
toward increasingly complex and broader 
definitions. The broader definitions coin-
cide with the movement away from the term 
“cultural property” to “cultural heritage,” a 
concept that includes the tangible and intan-
gible evidence and creations of a culture. All 
aspects of cultural heritage policy are affect-
ed by the tension between what is or should 
be legally required and what — ethically — 
is the right thing to do in the context of com-
peting and often divergent interests. 

CuLTuRAL hERITAgE AND 

ThE PhILADELPhIA ExPERIENCE

The Philadelphia experience illustrates 
how the proper stewardship of cultural heri-
tage on a local level can be just as complex, 
ethically challenging and interdisciplinary 
as at the international level. While interna-
tional definitions of cultural heritage are flu-
id and evolving, Philadelphia established a 
stable and notably broad policy in 1955 with 
its Preservation Ordinance (see sidebar). To 
date, and not surprisingly in a Western cul-
ture, the debate over the protection of cultur-
al heritage in Philadelphia has been ground-
ed in notions of property and ownership.

The legal battle in the early 1980s over 
William Rush’s sculptures Comedy and 
Tragedy involved several years of litigation 
until a negotiated and philanthropic resolu-
tion emerged that was significant because of 
its express recognition of the public’s inter-
est. The city opposed the planned auction of 
the sculptures by the Edwin Forrest Home, 
a home for retired actors and actresses es-
tablished under the will of Philadelphia’s 

Edwin Forrest, one of the most renowned 
actors of the 19th century. The agreement 
resulting from the suit — reached by the 
city, the home, the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 
Arts (“PAFA”) — allowed the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art to acquire Comedy and Trag-
edy in 1985.

The recent controversy surrounding The 
Gross Clinic, following Thomas Jefferson 
University’s announcement that it intended 
to sell the Thomas Eakins masterpiece, and 
past controversies over proposed sales of 
cultural objects aroused keen debate among 
local residents, institutions, preservationists, 
scholars, arts professionals, dealers, govern-
ment officials, private owners, advocacy 
groups and their attorneys. Equally impas-
sioned has been the debate over the preserva-
tion of the site of the first president’s house 
in the United States — onetime residence 
of George Washington and John Quincy 
Adams — ignited by the discovery of the 
residence’s slave quarters and the profound 
issues of cultural identity associated with the 
discovery in a nation founded on principles 
of freedom and the rule of law.

ThE DREAM gARDEN 

CoNTRoVERSy

During The Dream Garden controversy, 
many argued the importance of its histori-
cal and physical context as a site-specific 
work of art as a reason for keeping it in the 
Curtis Building, where it was installed in 
1916. The Maxwell Parrish/Louis Comfort 
Tiffany mural’s history and people’s pas-
sionate attachment to it also brought the 
idea of collective ownership, or at least own-
ership in the public trust, to the debate over 
The Dream Garden’s future.

The Dream Garden was nominated as an 
historic object under the Preservation Or-
dinance in response to the announcement 
of its potential sale, and the Philadelphia 
Historical Commission declined to issue 
the demolition permit requested by the es-
tate, required for the mural’s removal. The 
estate, claiming it could sell The Dream Gar-
den for $9 million but for the rejection of 
its permit application, appealed the historic 
designation. 

While none of the substantive issues 
raised by the parties were resolved in the 
ensuing three years of costly litigation, The 
Dream Garden lawsuit provided time in 
which a philanthropic, negotiated resolu-
tion could develop, resulting in The Dream 
Garden’s preservation in the lobby of the 
Curtis Building. In the spring of 2001, the 
Pew Charitable Trusts agreed to provide 
$3.5 million for the acquisition of the mural. 

Three of the four charitable beneficiaries of 
the John Merriam estate transferred their re-
spective interests to the fourth, PAFA, while 
PAFA agreed to keep The Dream Garden 
on public display in Philadelphia, using its 
“best efforts” to keep it in its site in the Cur-
tis Building. Throughout The Dream Gar-
den litigation, the city and others seeking to 
keep the mural in Philadelphia emphasized 
The Dream Garden’s context, both histori-
cal and physical. The mural, they noted, is 
a site-specific work of public art integral to 
the historic building in which it is located, 
the lobby of Curtis Publishing Company’s 
new headquarters. Removal would extract it 
from its unique context, an observation that 
resonates with the views of archeologists 
concerning the importance of context and 
contextual analysis. 

 The idea of collective or public ownership 
raised over The Dream Garden was based in 
part on the express characterization of the 
mural “as a contribution to public art” by 
Edward Bok, editor of The Ladies’ Home 
Journal, who commissioned the mural, and 
the public’s acceptance of that dedication 
through undisputed access to and enjoy-
ment of The Dream Garden for eighty-five 
years. The estate of John Merriam repre-
sented the contrary view, echoing the re-
spect for free trade in the market within 
the concept of “common culturalism.” Yet 
another perspective on cultural heritage 
policy, sometimes referred to as the posi-
tion of “universal museums,” joined those 
expressed during The Dream Garden contro-
versy in the debate surrounding The Angel of 
Purity and The Gross Clinic. 

ThE ANgEL oF PuRITy 

AND ThE gRoSS CLINIC

In 2004, St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church 
at 10th and Market Streets decided to sell re-
nowned sculptor Augustus Saint-Gauden’s 
Angel of Purity (Maria Mitchell Memorial), 
a large marble relief commissioned by the 
Weir family for the church as a memorial 
to their deceased daughter. The church ini-
tially offered to sell the work, installed in 
1902, to the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
reportedly at a discounted price. When the 
museum was unable to raise the funds, St. 
Stephen’s placed it for sale on the open mar-
ket and on display in a New York gallery. 

Many criticized the church because the 
donor’s intent was to commission the work 
for the church, and because St. Stephen’s 
was not forced to sell due to financial neces-
sity but chose to sell to increase its endow-
ment. Eventually, with support from a fund 
for major acquisitions contributed by the 
Annenberg Foundation, the Philadelphia 

By THE BOOk
Philadelphia’s Preservation Ordinance 

provides: The preservation and 
protection of buildings, structures, 

sites, objects and districts of 
historic, architectural, cultural, 

educational and aesthetic merit are 
public necessities and are in the 

interests of the health, 
prosperity and welfare of 

the people of Philadelphia. 
It defines “object” as:

A material thing of functional, 
aesthetic, cultural, historic or 

scientific value that may be, by 
nature or design, movable yet related 
to a specific setting or environment. 
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Museum of Art acquired The Angel of Purity 
(Maria Mitchell Memorial), which is now on 
display at the museum.

The role of museums in conserving art 
and fostering knowledge through access 
and education, particularly in comparison 
to non-museum owners of culturally signif-
icant property, has been a recurring motif in 
Philadelphia’s debates over the proper stew-
ardship of its cultural heritage. During the 
controversy surrounding The Gross Clinic, 
for example, many argued that the work’s 
artistic and symbolic importance merited 
more than 500 viewers a year at Jefferson.

In a similar vein, when The Angel of Purity 
was on the market, the head of the Episco-
pal Diocese of Philadelphia observed that 
“it would be an advantage to those who care 
about culture to place [the relief] in a more 
accessible venue” where it can be seen by 
larger numbers of people (“Church Seeks to 
Sell Sculpture by Augustus Saint-Gaudens,” 
Jim Remsen, The Philadelphia Inquirer, No-
vember 14, 2004). Again, these perspectives 
are expressed in the international cultural 
heritage debate over source nations retain-
ing artifacts that they cannot afford to ex-
hibit or that the public cannot access. 

The focus on the role of museums as stew-
ards of cultural heritage is also expressed 
in the “Declaration on the Importance and 
Value of Universal Museums” by nineteen 
of the world’s leading museums, including 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The sig-
natories to the Declaration urge acknowl-
edgment that museums serve the people of 
every nation, act as agents in the develop-
ment of culture, and foster knowledge by a 
continuous process of reinterpretation. 

Important to an analysis of Philadelphia’s 
cultural heritage policy is the definition of 
context. The Dream Garden presented an 
easy question of context because of its site-
specificity. As to The Gross Clinic, some 
identified Jefferson University as its proper 
context, while others identified Philadelphia 
as its context or environment — a view that 
ultimately prevailed. Still others argued that 
The Gross Clinic is a national treasure rather 
than a local one, which ownership by Crys-
tal Bridges Museum and the National Gal-
lery of Art might help promote.

FuTuRE oF PhILADELPhIA’S 

CuLTuRAL hERITAgE

Just as the cultural heritage debate in 
Philadelphia echoes the international policy 
debate, the laws that form the international 
cultural heritage legal framework have the 
potential to illuminate and refine Philadel-
phia cultural heritage policy — a policy that 
is best explored before passions are inflamed 

by the next threatened loss of a cultural trea-
sure. Models of “cultural nationalism,” in 
which cultural objects within a jurisdiction 
are treated as parts of a national heritage, of-
fer alternatives to consider. 

One model of cultural heritage policy 
worth exploring is the Japanese law for the 
Protection of Cultural Properties, or Bunka-
zai Hogo-hõ, which has the dual purpose of 
preserving and utilizing cultural property 
“so that the culture of the Japanese people 
may be furthered and a contribution made 
to the evolution of world culture.” The law 
provides for the identification, registration 
and oversight of important cultural property. 
Ownership of a registered cultural property 
in Japan is considered prestigious, generally 
increases the value of the property, provides 
tax benefits, and affords conservation and 
maintenance advice and assistance. Owners 
are required to consult with the government 
about any proposed transfer, alteration or 
damage to the property. The law further 
requires either limited-time public access 
to the property or loans to a museum for 
a specified time. As long as the registered 
cultural property is carefully preserved, free 
movement within Japan is permitted and, 
with the exception of National Treasures 
— the most restrictive but most prestigious 
designation — temporary export is permit-
ted with proper documentation and physi-
cal safeguards. Korea has a cultural heritage 
protection system similar to the Japanese 
model. In both countries, only a relatively 
small percentage of works, ranging from 
paintings and sculptures to manuscripts 
and historical artifacts, are designated as 
protected works as a deliberate policy mat-
ter. The systems establish standards of qual-
ity, preservation and documentation, result-
ing in a high level of care for a select portion 
of cultural heritage. 

Japan and Korea represent but one ap-
proach that might inform Philadelphia’s 
cultural heritage policy. Philadelphia’s 
Preservation Ordinance works well in the 
absence of a dispute, and as a means of per-
mitting public comment, transparency and 
time in response to unilateral decisions to 
remove a cultural treasure. The expense and 
uncertainty of litigation, however, suggest 
that Philadelphia consider providing sup-
port and incentives, as do Japan and Korea, 
to encourage voluntary acceptance of the 
public trust, or in the words of legal scholar 
Joseph L. Sax, “ownership with responsi-
bilities.” Philadelphia’s experience also sug-
gests the need to create a process for iden-
tifying truly iconic works, based on expert 
assessments with public participation.    

Philadelphia’s past controversies also have 
identified specific legal issues to address.  
The Gross Clinic, for example, demonstrated 
the benefit of distinguishing truly site-spe-
cific works, like The Dream Garden, from 
those that are intimately bound with the city 
and/or define Philadelphia apart from (or in 
addition to) a specific location.  Similarly, if 
cultural heritage is moveable, compromises 
that ensure appropriate care and protections, 
such as temporary loans, leases or rentals, 
could mutually benefit the owner and the 
public’s interest in access, educating others 
about Philadelphia’s heritage while insuring 
long-term retention in Philadelphia.

Whether accomplished through the Pres-
ervation Ordinance, or through the Ordi-
nance with innovations such as cultural 
easements similar to conservation ease-
ments, a deliberate and public consideration 
of a local cultural heritage policy, enlight-
ened by today’s broader definitions of “cul-
tural heritage” and a comparative analysis of 
other policies, could create a model for local 
and municipal governments to follow.

Admittedly, national laws do not readily 
translate into municipal policy, but Phila-
delphia has the cultural, legal, scholarly and 
civic talent to discern what might work in 
Philadelphia within the federal and state le-
gal framework. With the benefit of hindsight 
and the absence of a pending crisis, Phila-
delphia has an opportunity to reflect on its 
cultural heritage policy and how it handled 
the preservation of Comedy and Tragedy, The 
Dream Garden, The Angel of Purity, The Gross 
Clinic and, in conjunction with the National 
Park Service, the preservation and access to 
the President’s House slave quarters. Nota-
bly absent from this history is the ongoing 
debate over The Barnes Foundation, whose 
relevant issues and lengthy litigation history 
go well beyond the scope of this discussion.

The combined efforts of many of Phila-
delphia’s cultural, philanthropic and busi-
ness leaders and institutions to keep iconic 
works in Philadelphia, with the aid of many 
Philadelphia lawyers and the passionate sup-
port of its citizens, resulted in great achieve-
ments. A greater achievement would be for 
Philadelphia, a pioneer in historical preser-
vation in the United States, to again take the 
lead by considering a comprehensive cul-
tural heritage policy to serve as a national 
model for municipal governments.            n

Sharon M. Erwin (erwin@erwinlegal.com) 
is principal in the Law Offices of Sharon 
M. Erwin and a member of the Advisory 
Committee to the Philadelphia Volunteer 
Lawyers for the Arts program.
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Sticky Buns for Justice Blackmun
By DANIEL J. SIEgEL
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During the penultimate semester of my senior year at Franklin 
and Marshall College, I enrolled in “Constitutional Law,” which was 
taught by Professor D. Grier Stephenson. Traditionally one of the 
most popular courses offered by the Government Department, the 
class used law school case books and provided an excellent intro-
duction for those of us destined to attend law school. We finished 
the course with dreams of regularly representing parties before the 

Supreme Court — and winning. 
For one assignment, I was to write a brief for the state 
in Michigan v. Summers, a case that was then pending 

before the U.S. Supreme Court. In the case, police of-
ficers executing a search warrant saw George Sum-

mers, the potential defendant, leaving his home. 
The officers requested Summers’ assistance 

in gaining entry and detained him while 
they searched the premises. After finding 

narcotics and verifying that Summers 
owned the house, the police arrested 
and searched him, and discovered her-
oin in his coat pocket. Summers was 
charged with possession of heroin 
and sought to suppress the drugs as 
the product of an illegal search that 
violated the Fourth Amendment. 
I jumped into the project, reading 
case after case — until I thought I 
knew everything there was to know 
about illegal searches. I wrote my 
brief and proudly handed it in.

Meanwhile, because he had au-
thored books on constitutional law 

with Princeton professor and judicial 
biographer Alpheus Mason, Professor 

Stephenson had connections we stu-
dents could only dream of. One was Su-

preme Court Justice Harry Blackmun, who 
was invited to give an endowed lecture at the 

college. The school was abuzz that a Supreme 
Court justice was coming, and not any justice, 

but the one who had written the controversial deci-
sion in Roe v. Wade just a few years earlier. 
Blackmun spoke on February 9, 1981 in the College’s 

Nevin Chapel, a historic building ideal for such a luminary. 
I remember little about the justice’s presentation, except for one 

question. One classmate, who was always willing to ask any ques-
tion to anyone, raised his hand and queried, “If you had to write 
your decision in Roe v. Wade now, would you change anything?” 
Blackmun looked thoughtfully at the student, pursed his lips and 
quietly responded, “Not a word.” No one asked about Michigan v. 
Summers.

While in Lancaster, Justice and Mrs. Blackmun enjoyed some 
fresh baked sticky buns. Professor Stephenson recalls, “My wife 

took Mrs. Blackmun down to the Central 
Market. She bought some sticky buns and 
they really enjoyed them.” 

At around the time of Blackmun’s lec-
ture, we also learned that the Supreme 
Court had scheduled oral argument in 
Michigan v. Summers for February 25, 1981, 
and a few of us decided to attend. We told 
Professor Stephenson about our plans, 

who told Blackmun about our upcoming visit to the court; we also 
learned that our professor had shared our briefs with the justice. 
When he learned that a group of students was coming to Wash-
ington, Professor Stephenson recalled that the justice and his wife 
had enjoyed the sticky buns. “It occurred to me that it would be sort 
of neat and a golden opportunity if we could deliver some sticky 
buns,” Professor Stephenson notes. “I called his chambers and 
talked to his principal secretary, and they went ahead and made the 
arrangements and alerted the guards,” he adds.

Professor Stephenson purchased the sticky buns and entrusted 
them to us. Our drive to Washington was uneventful. We parked 
in the residential neighborhood near the Supreme Court. Wear-
ing jackets and ties, an event by itself, we approached the Supreme 
Court with its marble steps. As we climbed those steps, I was car-
rying the white bakery box, which was tied shut with white string. 
Suddenly, a guard approached us, seemingly out of nowhere. “Are 
those the sticky buns for Justice Blackmun?” he asked. We nodded. 
“I’ll take them, thank you.” We handed the box to the guard, who 
turned and walked up the steps.

We entered the Supreme Court building and walked to the court-
room to await the oral argument. I still remember the deep crim-
son drapes. Eventually, we heard Michigan v. Summers being called. 
The state’s attorney wore what appeared to be a tuxedo and tails; the 
defendant’s attorney wore a brown suit. Both seemed unusual to 
our naive minds. Later, we learned that attorneys who are arguing 
their first case before the Supreme Court traditionally wear morn-
ing suits. To my mind, the brown suit still seems out of place.

After the session concluded, we returned to my car, which had 
been ticketed for parking in a residential neighborhood. I disre-
garded the ticket, assuming that the District of Columbia would 
never locate me, and we returned to campus.

In late June 1981, shortly after graduation, I was reading my 
morning paper and learned that the Supreme Court had delivered 
its opinion in Michigan v. Summers, ruling for the state. I searched 
for the decision — there was no Internet back then, and people 
didn’t even have PCs — and eventually obtained a copy. The court, 
in a decision by Justice Stevens, had adopted my reasoning — with 
Justice Blackmun in the majority. I was thrilled. Blackmun must 
have been so impressed with my brief — after all, Professor Ste-
phenson gave me an A — that he gave it to Justice John Paul Ste-
vens, who adopted my analysis. My career as a constitutional lawyer 
was off to an auspicious start, or so I thought.

Months later, I received a notice from the District of Columbia 
advising me that my ticket was unpaid. I wrote the check. Then I 
remembered the sticky buns. After all, anyone can get a ticket in 
Washington. In the history of the Republic, who else had ever deliv-
ered sticky buns to the Supreme Court?                                          n

Daniel J. Siegel (pba@danieljsiegel.com), a member of the editorial 
board of The Philadelphia Lawyer, is a sole practitioner in the 
Philadelphia area and president of Integrated Technology Solutions, 
LLC.

sticky buns. If you ask me what my most vivid 
memory is from the constitutional law class 
I took in college, the answer will be sticky 
buns. Actually, it will be sticky buns for Jus-
tice Blackmun. Allow me to explain.
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Twenty years have seen a climatic shift in public consciousness 
concerning environmental stewardship, a shift that has begun to 
work its way into mainstream corporate and legal culture. In the 
last couple of years, law offices have picked up tremendous speed 
both in becoming better environmental stewards and in develop-
ing their practices to reflect the growth of business in renewable 
energy, green building and related activities.

The reasons for the trend are manifold.
For starters, it’s just good business. The U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce and the law firm of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman con-
ducted a 2007 survey of American businesses’ greening efforts, 
finding that more than half had made recent changes to their prac-
tices, including the increased use of recycled products and the re-
duction of their electrical use. In fact, the majority of America’s 
corporate leaders, according to McGraw-Hill Construction’s 2007 
Greening of Corporate America report, now consider greening to be 
consistent with their profit mission, while 15 percent are actively 
transforming their companies into green organizations. It’s clear 
which way the winds are blowing.

Dusty Kirk, partner in the Pittsburgh office of Pepper Hamilton 
and leader in the firm’s newly formed Sustainability and Climate 
Change Team, sees a need for law firms to adapt. “What we want to 
do is to make sure we are ahead of the curve. We’ll still be protect-
ing our clients, but we have to understand the changing world in 
which they live.” Many large Pepper Hamilton clients, such as Eli 
Lilly and GlaxoSmithKline, already have sustainability policies in 
place. Sustainability has been described as “a characteristic of living 
things that embodies the possibility of flourishing forever.” Our na-
tional economy is not currently sustainable; the energy, land, and 
resources it feeds on are degrading and disappearing faster than 
nature can restore them. 

One of Kirk’s clients, Wal-Mart, now asks its vendors to consider 
sustainability in their own practices. Wal-Mart hasn’t required Pep-
per Hamilton to have a sustainability policy — yet — but Kirk sees 
it as good business sense not to wait until that day. Robert McK-
instry, co-founder of Ballard Spahr’s environmental practice group, 
adds that law firms and other industries are eventually going to be 
“forced to embrace some of these policies by their customers.”

Promoting conservation at the office can save firms money as 
well. While the legal industry does not consume resources or gen-
erate greenhouse gases on the scale of, say, heavy manufacturing, 

lawyers consume large quantities of paper: 
between 20,000 and 100,000 sheets per 
attorney per year, according to an infor-
mal survey conducted by Arnold & Porter 
in 2006. They also travel by air frequently 
and work from office buildings that churn 
through massive amounts of energy in 
lighting, heating, cooling and running ap-
pliances. Conservation entails using less 
and spending less. Nowadays, firms that are 
planning comprehensive environmental ini-
tiatives often direct those savings to changes 
that cost money, such as buying paper with 
more recycled content.

But when you ask lawyers why they’re do-
ing it, it’s not because of business forecasts 
or cost savings. It’s because it’s the right 
thing to do. Attorneys working to make their 
firms more sustainable cite environmental 
conservation as their and their firm’s re-

sponsibilities as educated and relatively influential citizens. “I don’t 
look at this as just an economics issue,” Kirk says, “it really is the 
sustainability; it’s the conservation of the resources. And I think 
more and more people are turning to appreciate that.” 

ThERE’S MoRE ThAN oNE WAy To gREEN A FIRM

In the last year or two, Philadelphia area law offices have made 
great strides in planning and implementing new environmental 
policies, but they do not all work from the same model.

Duane Morris’s greening began with central planning through 
the firm’s facilities management group, a pre-existing body with 
the proper expertise and focus to move forward on changes in en-
ergy use, recycling and the like. This firm has been implementing 
such changes on a rolling basis, typically during build-outs and ren-
ovations at its various offices. These changes include the obvious, 
such as replacement of incandescent lighting with more energy-
efficient lighting and installation of recycling bins in offices, to the 
less-obvious, such as purchases of energy-efficient appliances and 
office products made from recycled materials, including ceiling 
tiles, floor substrates, and furniture.

Seth v.d.H. Cooley, chair of Duane Morris’ environmental law 
practice group, explains that, while the facilities management group 
includes no lawyers, lawyers have contributed their own ideas. The 
firm’s new Renewable Energy and Sustainability practice group 
in particular has been a breeding ground for discussions of policy 
changes. Within the energy and environmental practice groups, as 
Cooley describes, “There’s universal excitement about this.”

Nixon Peabody has taken a different approach, making headlines 
in its appointment of counsel Carolyn Kaplan as chief sustainability 
officer — a position previously unheard of at a law firm. Although 
Nixon Peabody’s offices had made progress on sustainability on 
an office-by-office basis, the firm didn’t launch its unifying firm-
wide initiative, called Legally Green, until November 2007. While 
other institutions have similar positions, Kaplan has not heard of 
another law firm with a CSO. According to Kaplan, the position 
itself “might be broad, including concepts such as pro bono and 
diversity and health benefits as well as internal sustainability, but 
we at Nixon Peabody have divided it up.”

Nixon Peabody administers Legally Green through its Green 
Operations Steering Committee, which includes Kaplan as well as 
several officers in charge of administration, purchasing and infor 
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In 1989, when the environmental boutique now 
known as Manko Gold Katcher & Fox spun off 
from Wolf Block Schorr & Solis-Cohen, green 
was the color of money: an adjective, never 
a verb. The year the Exxon Valdez spilled its 

toxic guts into Prince William Sound, attorneys at the 
newly hatched firm took notes on legal pads made of 
recycled paper and printed letters on recycled statio-
nery. “Environmental stewardship has been part of our 
culture from the get-go,” affirms John S. Kirk, Manko 
Gold’s director of administration. Theirs was a rare 
sentiment at the time.



E
nvironmentally friendly “green” laws and 
practices are enjoying a surge in attention as 
the issue of climate change increasingly takes 
a central role in the press and global politics. 
At the local level, the bulk of these recently 

have focused on reducing non-renewable fuel use and 
emissions of gases linked to climate change (green-
house gases or GHGs); reducing resource consumption 
by increasing recycling; reducing the quantity, rate, and 
contaminant levels of stormwater runoff; and preserving 
and restoring open space, habitat and species diversity. 
These and other efforts fall under the rubric of achieving 
sustainability, which is commonly defined as engaging 
in practices in a manner that indefinitely maintains re-
sources and preserves them for future generations. At 
the same time, many of these efforts have the added 
advantage of decreasing operating costs by increasing 
efficiency and reducing consumption of foreign fuels. 
Alongside the efforts of its citizens, community groups 
and businesses, including many city law firms, Phila-
delphia’s city government is meeting the challenge with 
energy reduction, stormwater management and other 
responsible development policies.

As a large, older city, Philadelphia and its metropolitan 
area are significant participants in nonsustainable prac-
tices, using an enormous amount of energy to maintain 
buildings and operations, generating huge quantities 
of waste, collecting and discharging a large volume 
of stormwater, sewage and industrial wastewater, and 
emitting countless tons of pollutants into the air. And 
while the city has largely completed its dramatic altera-
tion of the environmental landscape and water systems, 
the Philadelphia region is still under constant pressure to 
build in previously undeveloped areas. On the positive 
side, Philadelphia enjoys an economy-of-scale enabling 
interested government and private entities to stay on 
the cutting edge of advancements in sustainability, and 
a strong coalition of citizens and very well organized 
community, non-profit and public-private partnerships 
promoting sustainable industries and practices.

Philadelphia is following a small handful of other 
large cities in the United States and is advancing a vari-
ety of green initiatives that address a wide range of is-
sues. Currently, the greatest catalysts for change are the 
impending loss of electricity rate caps in Pennsylvania, 
which are expected to result in increased rates averag-
ing 30 to 40 percent, the growing concern with energy 
security, and the domestic and international pressure to 
minimize global climate change. In Philadelphia, from 
the mayor’s office to the City Council to the new Zon-
ing Reform Commission, green initiatives are taking on 
greater importance and receiving greater attention.

Over the last several years, the city of Philadelphia 

By PAuL M. SChMIDT

Philadelphia’s Laws and Policies 
to Promote SustainabilityGreenGrows
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mation technology. Each Nixon Peabody of-
fice has a local sustainability team compris-
ing attorneys and staff interested in sustain-
ability, and led by the office administrator. 
Fox Rothschild operates off a model similar 
to that of Nixon Peabody in organizing a 
central committee to direct its sustainability 
initiative, but also creating subcommittees 
to investigate particular proposals, with lo-
cal committees at each office.

Kaplan remarks that, as Cooley found at 
Duane Morris, “There’s a synergy between 
our environmental sustainability program 
and our green practice areas.” Nixon Pea-
body’s clients have taken interest in the 
firm’s strides, and have even begun to ask 
the firm for ways in which the clients can 
make themselves more sustainable 
– inquiries that have also yielded 
more business for the firm.

Ballard Spahr’s newly developed 
Commitment to Sustainability em-
braces a concept of the term that 
goes beyond the environmental re-
sponsibility promoted at other area 
firms. Robert McKinstry participated 
in drafting the ABA Model Sustain-
ability Policy and Implementation 
Guidelines for Law Organizations 
after which Ballard Spahr’s Com-
mitment to Sustainability is mod-
eled. Indeed, Ballard is one of the 
Pilot Firms of the ABA’s Section of 
Environment, Energy and Resourc-
es (SEER), a designation shared by 
Manko Gold. Pilot Firms agree to 
adopt resolutions in line with the 
policy and “develop and execute an 
implementation plan that takes into 
account the guidelines and check-
list” developed by SEER.

The model policy is one of sustainable de-
velopment, a concept which emphasizes, as 
McKinstry puts it, “the three legs of the tri-
pod: economic development, social equity, 
and environmental sustainability.” This is 
also known as the Triple Bottom Line, a 
concept widely used in corporate sustain-
ability policies. As of this writing, Ballard 
Spahr is in the process of developing initia-
tives to implement its Commitment to Sus-
tainability.

BuT WhAT IS ThERE To Do?

Organizing a committee or drafting a pol-
icy statement by itself, of course, does little. 
Many of the important initiatives a law of-
fice can undertake are good ideas for most 
offices, regardless of the industry: double-
sided printing, energy-efficient lighting and 
appliances, reuse and recycling of supplies, 

turning things off when not needed, incen-
tivizing employees to commute by means 
other than single-passenger motor vehicle 
— the list is endless. The EPA has partnered 
with the ABA in creating the ABA-EPA Law 
Office Climate Challenge, a program into 
which law offices can enroll to reduce their 
ecological footprint and gain recognition as 
a Law Office Climate Challenge Partner. 
The Climate Challenge Web site (www.aba-
net.org/environ/climatechallenge) serves 
as a great resource and starting point for 
law offices hoping to go green.

While offices can implement some poli-
cies behind the scenes, such as purchas-
ing renewable energy, changing end-user 
consumption habits forms a vital part of 
any comprehensive campaign. And people 

in the office usually want to change, Ka-
plan discovered. “We have found that our 
employees and all our personnel have re-
ally rallied around the program.” At Manko 
Gold, Kirk describes the firm’s environ-
mental consciousness as “second-nature. ... 
It’s part of our daily routine.”

Green building policies involve less rou-
tine and more long-term planning. Some 
area firms are seeking green building certi-
fication for their new office construction or 
renovations through the U.S. Green Build-
ing Council’s Leadership in Energy and En-
vironmental Design (LEED) program. Fox 
Rothschild, for example, moved its Chester 
County office into a new space in Exton in 
2006. Its office is now LEED Certified in 
the Commercial Interiors and Core and 
Shell categories.

Tricia Sadd, co-chair of Montgomery 
McCracken’s Sustainable Business Practice 
Group in Philadelphia, is the firm’s first 
LEED Accredited Professional, one of only 
a few dozen nationwide. The designation 
means that that attorney’s clients can earn 
one point toward LEED certification (in the 
“Innovation & Design” category) for the 
building projects the attorney participates in.

Having an Accredited Professional, how-
ever, is worth more than points. A LEED 
Accredited Professional can bring signifi-
cant green building know-how to the table 
that the untrained cannot. Sadd says her 
accreditation has been a “key element” in 
developing Montgomery McCracken’s Sus-
tainable Business Practice Group.

That’s no surprise, given the forecasts. 
According to Greening of Corporate 
America, green building is expected 
to comprise 5 to 10 percent of all 
commercial construction by 2010. 
No conservation plan can afford to 
ignore green building, as buildings 
use a stunning 71 percent of this na-
tion’s electricity and 40 percent of 
its total energy consumption.

Anticipating future growth, Pep-
per Hamilton is moving toward hav-
ing LEED Accredited Professional at-
torneys in each of its offices, the first 
being Vicki Harding in its Detroit 
office. This is part of a broader effort, 
in conjunction with the firm’s inter-
nal sustainability initiative, to alter its 
practice groups’ strategies to reflect 
the growing focus on sustainability. 
These changes will affect not just 
the firm’s environmental practice 
group, but every other practice group 
as well. An increase in new energy 
technologies and green innovation 

will affect intellectual property lawyers, for 
example, and tax departments must stay ap-
prised of new federal and state tax incentives 
for certain environmental practices.

According to M. Joel Bolstein, co-chair of 
Fox Rothschild’s Environmental Practice, 
when Fox decided in 2007 that it wanted to 
launch a firmwide sustainability initiative, 
it scoured the nation for good firm models 
to draw from, and crunched its own energy 
use numbers to reckon the value of various 
proposals. It found, for example, that every 
100 computers left on overnight and on 
weekends used the equivalent of 20 tons 
of coal and generated the equivalent of 50 
tons of CO2 emissions per year. Bolstein 
has spoken with Manko Gold’s John Kirk 
to get an experienced perspective on what 
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committed to implement explicit reductions in GHGs, de-
velop a plan to adapt to global climate change, and urge the 
U.S. Congress to establish a federal GHG emissions trading 
system. To fulfill its commitments, the city created a “Sus-
tainability Working Group” and, in April 2007, released its 
widely touted Local Action Plan for Climate Change, which 
called for an overall reduction in GHG emissions attribut-
able to the city and private entities by 10 percent below 
1990 levels by 2010. Interestingly, by the time the Local Ac-
tion Plan was created, the city government and community 
were already on track to decrease their GHG emissions by 
11.6 percent and 8.9 percent, respectively, by the year 2010. 
The city expects to be able to implement additional mea-
sures to further reduce its GHG emissions by an additional 
3.5 percent by 2010.

Many of the plan’s recommendations focus on reducing 
energy use in the construction and operation of buildings, 
which accounts for about 60 percent of city government and 
community GHG emissions. Additional recommendations 
focus on reducing transportation energy use, improving 
various industry practices including waste management, 
increasing green and open space, and engaging in public 
education and outreach efforts. 

The city’s Local Action Plan recommended enactment of 
laws and internal city operation changes to achieve further 
GHG reductions, including: fostering Transit-Oriented Devel-
opment; fostering Green Building; improving parking and 
reducing idling; strengthening greening and open space 
requirements; requiring the use of certified energy-efficient 
Energy Star® products in all city-financed projects; requir-
ing achievement of energy-efficient Energy Start Homes® 
certifications in city-supported affordable housing; requir-

Philadelphia enjoys an 
economy-of-scale enabling 
interested government and 

private entities to stay on the 
cutting edge of advancements 

in sustainability, and a 
strong coalition of citizens 

and very well organized 
community, non-profit and 
public-private partnerships 

promoting sustainable 
industries and practices.

ing city construction and renovation projects greater than 
10,000 feet to achieve Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) “Silver” certification and use 20 per-
cent less energy than standard practices; and establishing 
an Office of Sustainability and Environment.

In his campaign, Mayor Michael Nutter stated that his 
goals include making Philadelphia a leader in sustainability 
and achieving resultant economic benefits. Last year, May-
or Nutter set forth his plans for a greener Philadelphia in a 
campaign white paper titled “The Nutter Plan for a Sustain-
able Philadelphia Environment Now and Tomorrow.” The 
Nutter Plan, available at nutter2007.com/images/uploads/
Sustainability.pdf, consists of five components:

n Create a Sustainability Cabinet of department heads 
and senior officials, headed by a Sustainability Coordinator, 
whom Nutter recently identified as Dr. Mark Allen Hughes

n  Reform the governance and funding of Fairmount Park
n  Coordinate agencies and departments to reduce the 

city’s energy consumption by at least 10 percent each year
n  Achieve solutions to a variety of additional problems, 

including the ten identified by the Next Great City Coalition 
(go to nextgreatcity.com/actions for more information)

n Brand Philadelphia as a City of the Future and pursue 
environmental innovation relentlessly with the goal of cre-
ating opportunities for Philadelphians

Like the Local Action Plan, the Nutter Plan calls for spe-
cific actions, including: increasing the number of LEED ac-
credited professionals employed by the city by 25 employ-
ees; adding LEED specifications to all City construction and 
maintenance RFPs and RFQs; implementing LEED for Exist-
ing Buildings-based plans for municipal buildings; pooling 
the city’s green purchasing power with other cities; creating 
a Sustainability Advisory Group; and providing assistance 
to revise the city’s Building and Zoning Codes and urban 
planning practices to emphasize sustainable design.

On top of these goals and action items, Mayor Nutter 
announced his appointment of Andy Altman as both com-
merce director and deputy mayor for planning and eco-
nomic development. Meanwhile, Mayor Nutter has been 
making appointments to the city’s Zoning Reform Commis-
sion. Although we have yet to see what green initiatives 
Altman and the Zoning Reform Commission will pursue, 
these appointments will no doubt aid the city to develop 
and implement significantly improved planning and zoning 
to build a sustainable Philadelphia while stimulating eco-
nomic prosperity.

The city has already implemented a number of prac-
tices to reduce GHG emissions. By April 2007, the city had 
achieved significant GHG reductions by improving procure-
ment, construction and facility management, replacing traf-
fic lamps with light emitting diodes (LEDs), purchasing wind 
energy, constructing a facility to capture and utilize sewage 
treatment plant gases, and switching from coal and fuel oil 
to natural gas.

Prior to that, November 2006 marked the effective date 
of the city’s revised stormwater control regulations, which 
are among the most demanding in the country. The regu-
lations are intended to reduce stream erosion, flooding, 
and groundwater recharge losses caused by collecting and 
quickly removing stormwater from developed properties, 
which in preceding decades was recognized at Pennsylva-
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Cont. from pg. 47 
works and what doesn’t. Kirk speaks on the 
topic frequently and is a good go-to person 
for those with questions on greening their 
firms.

What a law office should do depends on 
its individual circumstances, and sustain-
ability leaders at firms recommend starting 
out cautiously. Kaplan advises firms to test 
particular changes on a small-scale before 
rolling them out firmwide. Each firm needs 
to find what gives it the most “bang for the 
buck,” says Kaplan.

LookINg To ThE FuTuRE

Sadd is philosophical about the incre-
mental changes seen at law firms dur-

ing the past few decades. “It’s a matter 
of progress, not perfection.” Although 
progress seems slow, it has come a long 
way since the old consensus embodied 
in the late Milton Friedman’s dismissive 
“the business of business is business.” 
That narrow approach, McKinstry finds, 
can blind businesses to the discovery that 
sustainability “is a very good strategic ap-
proach.” Just as law offices have embraced 
pro bono and diversity efforts, neither of 
which primarily concerns itself with prof-
it, they now are beginning to embrace sus-
tainability. “Lawyers are as well educated 
as any group in society,” notes Bolstein. 
“They’re well-read, they pay attention to 

the news, and I think that makes them 
even more conscious of the fact that we all 
need to take action to create a sustainable 
environment.” 

The momentum is gathering. “There’s 
going to be a train leaving the station and 
everybody’s going to have to be getting on 
it,” Bolstein says, “because you’re not go-
ing to be the firm that’s doing zero to help 
the environment. Once people figure it out, 
they’ll get on board.”                                   n

Alexander G. Bomstein is an associate at the 
law firm of Pepper Hamilton LLP. His e-mail 
address is bomsteia@pepperlaw.com

nia common law as the “common enemy.” In a nutshell, the 
stormwater regulations allow a number of means to reduce 
the quantity and velocity of stormwater runoff, and to in-
crease the quality of that runoff. The runoff reductions and 
water quality improvements can be met through a wide va-
riety of Best Management Practices (BMPs), such as discon-
necting impervious surface area from stormwater manage-
ment facilities, creating slow-draining detention basins, and 
constructing “rain gardens,” pervious pavement and green 
roofs. The Water Department recently announced a policy 
of providing a fast-track 5-day “Green Project Review” of 
qualifying projects. To cover its costs and incentivize the 
use of BMPs, on November 1, 2008, the department will 
begin charging each nonresidential property a stormwater 
fee based on its ability to reduce stomrwater runoff.

City Council has already proposed and enacted regula-
tory changes and adopted resolutions specifically designed 
to reduce GHG emissions and improve sustainability. In its 
January 2008 sessions, City Council passed a resolution au-
thorizing the Committee on Environment to examine the 
airport’s recycling policies and goals and explore alterna-
tives to increase its recycling and referred to the Environ-
ment Committee a bill requiring city-financed construction, 
extension or renovation exceeding a gross floor area of 
10,000 square feet to achieve at least a Silver LEED rating, 
or the equivalent. 

Also in 2007, City Council passed a resolution authorizing 
the Committee on Environment to investigate the School 
District’s use of green technologies in the construction and 
renovation of school buildings and explore the feasibility of 
using technologies such as LEED for all school construction 
and renovation activities.

Finally, City Council considered other green bills last year 
that lapsed but are expected to be introduced this term. 
These include a bill requiring that LEED or similar green 
building design standards and Energy Star® ratings must 
be achieved for all construction, extension or renovation 
exceeding 50 percent of the gross floor area of any struc-
ture exceeding 4,000 square feet in gross floor area for 
which a building or use permit is required, except for single 
family dwellings. Another bill amends the city’s Zoning and 
Planning Code to add a new commercial district labeled a 

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) District. TOD is defined 
as “development that supports the use of public transit, as 
well as walking and bicycling.” The bill would allow and re-
quire unique elements for TOD Districts to foster mixed-use, 
higher density development near transit stations. 

In order to have a positive impact on the city’s sustain-
ability efforts, the bills must be followed by the develop-
ment of sensible implementing regulations, policies, proce-
dures and the addition of many qualified staff. To minimize 
implementation problems, interested entities should follow 
these bills, participate in hearings and provide input into 
their content.

An important issue for developers is whether the ben-
efits of achieving LEED certification override the construc-
tion, operation and management costs. A recent survey, 
“2007 Green Survey: Existing Buildings,” was conduct-
ed jointly by Real Estate Media, the Building Owners & 
Managers Association International and the U.S. Green 
Building Council. Its results indicate that tenants are in-
creasingly looking for LEED-certified space, and nearly 20 
percent are willing to pay at least a 5 percent premium for 
it. Most developers stated that the added costs range in 
the single digits, and about 60 percent said that they en-
joyed a positive ROI through savings on energy and water 
use, and are largely offset by energy and tax credits and, 
of owner-occupiers, by employee retention and recruit-
ment. Respondents were split on whether further green 
initiatives take the form of financial incentives that would 
avoid penalizing builders with less capital, versus govern-
ment mandates for green buildings, which would force ar-
chitectural and engineering professions to stay abreast of 
advancements in building design and certification. These 
results suggest that, if properly drafted and implemented, 
the pending and anticipated green initiatives can achieve 
their green goals while satisfying the city’s citizens and 
developers. n

Paul M. Schmidt is co-chair of the Environmental Practice 
Group of the law firm of Zarwin Baum DeVito Kaplan 
Schaer & Toddy, P.C. and a member of the Philadelphia Bar 
Association Real Property Section’s Executive Committee. 
His e-mail address is pmschmidt@zarwin.com. 
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The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), which oversees 
the detention centers, acknowledges that there is widespread de-
pression among immigrant detainees. One official explained that 
immigrants come to this country “with dreams of freedom and end 
up being detained. There’s anxiety that comes with that.” Guide-
lines for detainee medical care, which were adopted by the U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in 2001, include 
standards for the treatment of detainees with mental health issues. 
The standards, however, have serious defects and are not uniformly 
complied with at the over 300 detention facilities across the coun-
try. This is in part due to the fact that, unlike rules for the treatment 
of criminal inmates in federal and state prisons, the ICE standards 
are not legally enforceable.

There is a heightened need for quality mental health care in im-
migration detention centers that stems from the high rate of men-
tal illness among detainees, the danger posed by improperly-cared 
for detainees, the complete dependency of detainees on detention 
center staff for medical treatment, and the fact that detainees with 
mental health issues are often unable to represent themselves in 
legal proceedings. This comment provides an overview of the prob-
lems that the ICE standards pose in the treatment of mentally ill de-
tainees. In addition, it discusses the legal framework for addressing 

these problems and explains why change is 
most likely to occur as a result of increased 
awareness. Finally, this comment proposes 
solutions to the problem, including improv-
ing and codifying the ICE standards; and 
creating alternatives to detention.

I. BACkgRouND

Under the Immigration and Nationality 
Act (INA), an alien may be detained for vari-
ous reasons. First, every alien who arrives in 
the United States seeking asylum is subject 
to mandatory detention while their asylum 
case is being decided, even if an immigra-
tion officer determines at the time of the 
initial interview that the alien has a strong 
case. Second, an alien already in the United 
States who appears to be deportable may be 
detained pending a decision on whether or 
not he/she will be removed from the coun-
try. Detention for these potentially remov-
able aliens is not always mandatory, and the 
Attorney General may release such aliens 
on bond or on conditional parole. Detention 
is mandatory, however, for all potentially re-
movable aliens who are involved in terror-

ist activities or have committed certain crimes. Finally, every alien 
against whom a final order of removal has been ordered must be 
detained until the removal order has been executed, for a period not 
to exceed ninety days. 

Since 2001, the number of immigrant detainees in this country 
has tripled, due to more restrictive immigration controls, tougher 
enforcement laws, and increased mandatory detention provisions. 
Currently, about 300,000 aliens are detained each year by ICE. 
These detainees are housed in 330 facilities across the country, in-
cluding eight of facilities owned and operated by ICE, twenty-eight 
private facilities under contract with ICE, and about 300 state and 
local jails that have intergovernmental service agreements with 
ICE. The average detainee is held in custody for thirty-five days, but 
aliens who eventually receive asylum status are held for an average 
of ten months. Some aliens are detained for years.

It costs the United States government over two billion dollars 
each year to detain these aliens. The government offers various ra-
tionales to justify this costly detention program. First, the govern-
ment seeks to prevent aliens who are in removal proceedings from 
absconding. Thirty percent of aliens in removal proceedings who 
are not detained fail to appear for their removal hearings and the 
government has recently increased the categories of aliens who may 
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for the complete text of this article, including 
the author’s original footnotes, please visit 

philadelphiabar.org

on any given day, about twenty-seven thou-
sand (27,000) aliens are held in immigra-
tion detention facilities and jails through-
out the United States. They are civil 
detainees awaiting a decision on whether 

they will be removed from this country. Approximately 
one fourth of immigrant detainees have mental health 
issues, whether due to a pre-existing illness or caused 
by the stress of living in confinement. In a study of 
detainees seeking asylum, a group which makes up al-
most twenty-five percent of the total detainee popula-
tion, significant depression symptoms were found in 
eighty-six percent of detainees, anxiety was found in 
seventy-seven percent, and post-traumatic stress disor-
der in fifty percent. 
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be detained in the hope of decreasing the rate of abscontion. The 
government also detains certain aliens in the name of public safety. 
This is the rationale behind detaining aliens with criminal convic-
tions and those suspected of being involved in terrorist activities. 
Finally, aliens are detained in order to deter future immigration vio-
lations and restore credibility to the enforcement system. This ratio-
nale applies to arriving aliens in particular, who, given the prospect 
of lengthy detention, may be discouraged from entering the United 
States in the first place.

II. ThE NEED FoR MENTAL hEALTh CARE IN IMMIgRATIoN 

DETENTIoN CENTERS

 One fourth of immigrant detainees suffer from mental ill-
ness. These detainees are extremely vulnerable, often unable to rep-
resent themselves in legal proceedings. When improperly cared for, 
they pose a danger to themselves and others. For these reasons, and 
because they are completely dependent on detention center staff for 
their medical treatment, it is vital that standards for mental health 
care in immigration detention centers be of high quality and consis-
tently applied. 

A. High Rate of Mental Illness Among Detainees
The rate of mental illness in immigration detention centers is so 

high that DHS itself has acknowledged that a problem exists. At one 
detention center, detainees are so severely depressed that suicide 
attempts are commonplace, occurring almost monthly. There are 
two explanations for the high rate of mental illness. First, many 
detained asylum-seekers have survived torture or severe trauma 
in their home countries and are at particular risk of becoming re-
traumatized due to the detention. As one doctor explained, “[f]or 
someone who’s been tortured and locked up in a cell as a political 
prisoner in their native countries, the experience of being locked up 
here again can trigger panic attacks, flashbacks.”

Second, detention centers are psychologically stressful on detain-
ees. While more than half of the detainees in a study of asylum-seek-
ers by Physicians for Human Rights and the NYU/Bellevue Center 
for Survivors of Torture (hereinafter the NYU/Bellevue Study) re-
ported having mental health problems when they arrived at the de-
tention center, seventy percent stated that their mental health had 
“worsened substantially while in detention.” Immigration lawyers, 
detention center staff, and doctors have also reported that the emo-
tional health of immigration detainees deteriorates over time. One 
lawyer witnessed many detainees who arrived as fully-functioning 
adults, yet “seemed depressed and anxious” after six months in de-
tention, and “were difficult to converse with and expressed fears . . . 
that they were going crazy” after just a year.

One reason for the psychological stress on detainees is the pris-
on-like conditions of the detention facilities. Most immigration 
detainees are held in state and local prisons. For detainees held 
in immigration detention centers, the environment is barely dis-
tinguishable from a prison. Most facilities use correctional models 
of surveillance and security, such as inmate “counts” to monitor 
detainees’ whereabouts, strip searches, 24-hour surveillance light-
ing, and surveillance cameras in the housing units. A study of nine-
teen facilities across the country found that almost all detainees 
are restricted in their movement, and handcuffs and leg shackles 
are frequently used when detainees leave the detention facilities. At 
one facility, detainees are not even allowed outside on a daily basis; 
while at others, the outside areas can barely be considered “out-
side,” as they consist of a “small concrete slab that is well fenced in 
with razor wire.” These prison-like conditions both depress and hu-
miliate detainees, many of whom have broken no law in the United 
States.

Another reason detainees suffer such high levels of mental stress 
is the poor treatment they receive from detention center staff. In 
the NYU/Bellevue Study, fifty-four percent of detainees reportedly 
experienced verbal abuse by the staff and nine percent experienced 
physical abuse, including getting hit in the chest and kicked by 
detention center guards. Guards reportedly yelled at, bullied, and 
humiliated the detainees, telling them to go back to their home 
countries if they did not like the way they were being treated and 
threatening to place detainees in solitary confinement, known as 
“segregation.”

Finally, detainees often suffer stress because they have no idea 
when they will be allowed to leave the detention center and what 
their future will hold. One detention center official noted that in-
mates in federal prisons were less depressed than immigration 
detainees because “they at least knew when they were getting out 
and had something definite to look forward to.” While the aver-
age immigrant detainee is held a total of thirty-five days, many stay 
more than ninety days, and some have been held for as long as 
three years. 

Adding to the frustration and feeling of hopelessness, detainees 
are often not informed in advance of their upcoming hearings and 
may be transferred to other facilities without notice, often in the 
middle of the night. These actions make it extremely difficult for 
detainees to obtain legal counsel. To make matters worse, detention 
centers are often placed in isolated locations to ensure that detain-
ees do not receive access to information and legal support. Such 
practices seem targeted to break the will of detainees and convince 
them that it would be easier to return to their home country than 
continue to fight their cases. Unfortunately, many detainees with 
strong legal cases decide not to appeal because they cannot endure 
these detention practices. For others, the practices merely drive 
them into deeper depression.

B. Danger Posed by Improperly Cared for Detainees with Mental Ill-
ness

Quality mental health care is particularly important in detention 
facilities, because failure to properly care for a mentally ill detainee 
can pose a danger to the detainee himself as well as to other detain-
ees. A lawsuit by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) de-
scribed the case of Bill Roy Kurt Marion, a Canadian detainee who 
was known to be suffering from depression. Other detainees noti-
fied officials that Marion had large red marks on his neck and that 
he may have been trying to commit suicide, yet officials did noth-
ing. A few days later, Marion hanged himself with a bed sheet. The 
ACLU lawsuit also described detainees who had been kept awake at 
night by mentally ill detainees who banged on the doors and walls 
of their cells all night and the Miami Herald has described incidents 
in which improperly-cared-for mentally ill detainees “terrorized or 
assaulted other patients, officers, and medical staff” at the Krome 
Detention Center in Florida.

C. Dependency of Detainees
It is also important that immigration detention centers provide 

quality mental health care because detainees are completely depen-
dent on these centers for their medical needs. Detainees are only 
able to receive medical treatment at the detention facility itself or 
at a pre-approved clinic, under the supervision of detention center 
staff. ICE Detention Standards, however, do not provide measures 
for appealing medical decisions. 

Detainees with severe health conditions may be able to obtain 
medical parole in order to attend to their medical needs on their 
own, outside of the detention center; but this privilege is only grant-
ed in rare instances. In addition, when parole is granted, it is only 
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with the approval of detention center staff, who are involved in the 
process of making recommendations.

D. Inability of Mentally Ill Detainees to Legally Represent Them-
selves

Finally, quality mental health care in detention centers is vital be-
cause immigration detainees with serious mental health problems 
may be unable to articulate their cases to a judge or asylum offi-
cer. Such detainees may nevertheless be forced to represent them-
selves, because immigration detainees are not entitled to govern-
ment-funded counsel. Alternatively, such detainees may be forced 
to spend years in immigration custody with no end in sight. If a 
detainee is ordered removed, the detainee’s country of origin may 
refuse to accept the detainee based on his/her mental illness, caus-
ing the detainee to potentially spend years in immigration custody. 
Where it is possible to improve the mental health of a detainee, a 
judge may delay proceedings indefinitely in order to give the deten-
tion center staff time to restore the detainee to competence. What-
ever happens, lack of adequate mental health care could seriously 
and unfairly hurt a detainee’s chances of obtaining legal status in 
this country. 

III. PRoBLEMS WITh ThE ICE STANDARDS 

FoR DETAINEE MEDICAL CARE

ICE has established Detention Standards for Medical Care and 
Suicide Prevention and Intervention, which include standards for 
the treatment of detainees with mental health issues. These stan-
dards apply to all detention facilities used by ICE. They require all 
detainees to receive an initial medical and mental health screening 
within fourteen days of arrival. All facilities are required to employ 
a medical staff large enough to perform basic exams and treatment 
and must have a plan for the delivery of 24-hour 
emergency health care. In addition, they must 
have a mechanism that allows detainees to seek 
health care services outside of the facility, where 
necessary. Facilities must respond to these “sick 
call” requests in a “timely manner.” In addition, in 
order to provide off-site health care, detention cen-
ter officials must obtain prior approval from the 
Division of Immigration Health Services (DIHS), 
a component of the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services (HHS).

ICE has also established standards for the treat-
ment of potentially suicidal detainees that require 
that all staff be trained in suicide prevention and 
intervention, including the identification of risk 
factors and the psychological profile of a suicidal 
detainee. Potentially suicidal detainees may be al-
lowed to remain in the general population if they 
present no imminent danger to life or property, 
but the medical staff has the authority to “segre-
gate” the detainee. Segregated detainees must be 
closely supervised and may be placed in a “special 
isolation room” to minimize opportunities for 
self-harm.

The ICE standards themselves are not perfect. 
For one thing, they do not define what constitutes 
a “timely manner” in which to respond to sick calls, 
leaving facilities to establish policies which allow 
staff to wait up to seventy two hours to respond to 
detainee requests for outside medical care. In ad-
dition, the standards do not specify when, if ever, 
DIHS must respond to non-emergency medical 

requests. DIHS conducts reviews from Washington, D.C. and often 
approves of requests for medical care after excessive delays or sim-
ply denies requests without explanation. This is particularly prob-
lematic for detainees seeking mental health care, because such care 
is not considered an “emergency” by DIHS, and DIHS has empha-
sized that “[c]are for . . . pre-existing illnesses that are serious but 
not life threatening” is not required. In addition, DIHS has stated 
that care for “accidental or traumatic injuries incurred while in the 
custody and acute illnesses is not required but simply reviewed for 
appropriate care.”

Another problem with the standards is that they do not directly 
address medical prescriptions or mental health counseling. The 
NYU/Bellevue Study found that many asylum-seekers wanted 
counseling for their mental health problems, but only thirteen 
percent received such services. In addition, most detainees were 
unaware that medication was available. While most detainees in 
the study who requested medications received them, only forty-two 
percent of detainees who wanted medications knew that they could 
request them. Due to cost and/or availability, many detention facili-
ties also change detainees’ prescription medications—sometimes 
to a generic form and sometimes to a different medication alto-
gether. In one troubling example, a bipolar detainee had his anti-
depressant medication switched to a completely different medica-
tion, even though he had never been evaluated by a psychiatrist. 
Another detainee who had a gender identity disorder was taken off 
his hormone therapy medication and suffered severe symptoms of 
withdrawal and depression as a result. The detainee had never been 
seen by a mental health specialist, despite requesting counseling on 
numerous occasions.
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Finally, the ICE Detention Standards for Suicide Prevention and 
Intervention are particularly problematic because isolation is not 
considered an appropriate response to suicidality, as it is likely to 
exacerbate depression. What is more, the standards do not define 
what may constitute an “isolation room,” leading some facilities to 
house potentially suicidal detainees in fully padded “rubber rooms,” 
with uncovered holes in the center of the rooms to be used as toi-
lets. One detainee described being put in isolation like this:

[T]hey strapped me to a bed in a room with someone to watch 
me. The bed was close to the wall and I tried to bang my head 
against the wall. They put something to protect my head. I 
was strapped to the bed for two days—only when I would 
have to go to the bathroom, then I would be released. It was 
not for two days until a doctor came and spoke to me.

Detainees in the NYU/Bellevue study felt that isolation was a 
disincentive for informing detention center staff about suicidal 
thoughts and as a result, only seventeen percent of detainees with 
suicidal thoughts actually spoke to staff members about them.

While the ICE standards are far from perfect, the development of 
uniform standards is nevertheless a step in the right direction. The 
biggest problem with the ICE Standards, however, is that the fa-
cilities do not consistently comply with them. While ICE has main-
tained that “when a facility fails to meet the intent of the [standards], 
the relationship with the deficient facility is terminated,” the reality 
is that the standards are not uniformly enforced and the facilities 
have not been punished. An audit by the DHS Office of the Inspec-
tor General (OIG) found that at least eight percent of detainees nev-
er received the required initial medical screening. Another study 
reported that when detainees are screened, it is often by an admit-
ting officer, rather than a nurse or doctor. In addition, according 
to the OIG Audit, fifty percent of detainees who requested outside 
medical care never received a response. The audit also found that 
facilities only complied with suicide prevention standards twenty 
percent of the time.

The tragic consequence of poor mental health care is that it can 
result in death. Over sixty-six detainees have died while in custody 
in just the last four years. While only thirteen of these deaths were 
suicides, it is impossible to estimate just how many deaths were 
caused at least in part by mental illness. Physical and psychological 
health, after all, are often interdependent, and doctors have noted 
that detainees’ “pain, headaches, and gastrointestinal problems 
may be somatic manifestations of . . . psychological distress.” In ad-
dition, “the stress of incarceration as well as limited mental health 
services may be compounding these [physical] problems.” Given 
that American taxpayers pay over seventy-two million dollars a year 
for detainee medical health care, sixty-six detainee deaths in four 
years is unacceptable.

IV. ThE IDEAL SoLuTIoN

Under international standards, the detention of “extremely vul-
nerable” groups such as those with special medical or psychologi-
cal needs is considered inherently undesirable. The United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has released guide-
lines, which state that “active consideration of possible alternatives 
should precede any order to detain ... persons with a mental or 
physical disability.” In an ideal world, Congress would amend the 
INA to comply with international standards, providing for special 
detention procedures for detainees with mental health issues. The 
amendment would provide that under the Attorney General’s dis-
cretion, and on an individualized basis, mentally ill detainees could 
receive parole through either a supervised release program or an 
alternative to detention, allowing them to receive medical treatment 

outside of a detention facility as they await a judge’s decision regard-
ing whether or not they will be removed from the United States. 
The Attorney General would have the authority to deny parole to 
any alien who it could demonstrate was likely to abscond or pose a 
threat to public safety. This process would not be similar to the case-
by-case adjudication of detention cases that occurred before 1996.

From 1997 to 2000, the U.S. government funded a successful 
supervised release project for detainees that could be used as a mod-
el for the proposed amendment. Participants in the program, called 
the Appearance Assistance Program, were released from deten-
tion centers, but were required to report regularly in person and by 
phone to the supervising organization. Participants were informed 
of the consequences of failing to show up for their hearings and of 
violating immigration laws. The program was both successful and 
cost-effective—supervising an immigrant through the program cost 
about twelve dollars a day, whereas incarcerating one costs sixty-one 
dollars a day. The government has since established pilot programs 
in twelve cities and has reported that over ninety percent of partici-
pants show up for their court dates.

Another alternative to detention that could be used as a model 
for the proposed amendment is the use of electronic monitoring 
devices to track the whereabouts of non-citizens placed in removal 
proceedings. ICE utilized electronic monitoring devices in a trial 
program in Florida, but the program was criticized for tracking 
more than just those non-citizens who would had been detained. As 
long as ICE does not use the devices to track immigrants who would 
not otherwise be detained, the program could be extremely useful 
in allowing mentally ill detainees to be released from detention.

V. REALISTIC REMEDIES

Given the current political climate, Congress is unlikely to 
change detention procedures in the near future, and even less like-
ly to amend the INA for the benefit of mentally ill detainees. Any 
meaningful change in this area will most likely occur at a slow pace, 
through increased public awareness and improvements to the ICE 
Detention Standards for Medical Care. 

I. Public Awareness 
Last year, the ACLU brought a lawsuit against one detention 

facility—the San Diego Correctional Facility—for deficient medi-
cal care. In its complaint, the ACLU described the detention facil-
ity’s failure to adequately treat over fifteen detainees with medical, 
dental, mental health, and vision problems. The ACLU argued that 
the poor medical care provided by the detention facility amounted 
to punishment in violation of the Fifth Amendment to the Con-
stitution. The ACLU argued that the Fifth Amendment, which ap-
plies to all “persons” within the United States, including aliens who 
are unlawfully present in the country, prohibits “any person act-
ing under color of federal law from subjecting any person in the 
custody of the United States to punitive conditions of confinement 
without due process of law.” It further argued that under Jones v. 
Blanas, immigration detainees are entitled to a higher standard of 
protection than criminal detainees. Thus, according to the ACLU, 
to establish a Fifth Amendment violation, an immigrant detainee 
merely needs to demonstrate the indifference of medical staff to a 
condition where “failure to treat . . . [the] condition could result in 
further significant injury or the unnecessary and wanton infliction 
of pain.” The ACLU argued that the detainees in this lawsuit had 
therefore established Fifth Amendment violations.

The case has not yet been decided. While the ACLU makes a strong 
argument, it is unlikely that the lawsuit will change this country’s 
immigration laws. Congress has exclusive power to createate immi-
gration law, including the power to detain aliens, and the Supreme 
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Court has consistently shown deference to Congress’ immigration 
decisions. Even where the Court has strongly disagreed with Con-
gress, it has held that “any policy toward aliens is . . . so exclusively 
entrusted to the political branches of government as to be largely 
immune from judicial inquiry or interference.” Congress’ immigra-
tion power is subject to some constitutional limitations, however, 
and a number of recent cases have held that the indefinite detention 
of immigrants would raise constitutional concerns. Nevertheless, 
the Court has continuously reaffirmed Congress’ power to detain 
immigrants generally and has implied that as long as aliens are not 
indefinitely detained or forced into hard labor without a hearing, 
they may be detained in whatever manner Congress deems appro-
priate.

The Supreme Court has not heard any cases specifically regard-
ing the mental health treatment of immigrant detainees. Prior 
to the San Diego case, however, the ACLU brought two lawsuits 
regarding immigrant detention centers. The first, Reno v. Flores, 
challenged INS regulations involving the detention, processing, 
and release of detained immigrant juveniles. The second case, 
Bunikyte v. Chertoff, challenged the detention conditions for chil-
dren at the Don T. Hutto family detention facility in Taylor, Texas. 
Both cases ended in settlements. The Flores settlement “sets out 
[a] nationwide policy for the detention, release, and treatment of 
minors in the custody of [ICE].” It was intended as a “stopgap mea-
sure,” but fifteen years later, “neither DHS nor Congress has yet 
promulgated binding rules regarding standards for the detention 
of minors.” The plaintiffs in the Bunikyte lawsuit argued that con-
ditions at the Hutto facility specifically violated the terms of the 
Flores settlement. Bunikyte also ended in a settlement, in which ICE 
agreed to modify certain detention conditions in the Hutto facil-
ity. Among other things, ICE was required to allow children over 
twelve years old to move freely about the facility, end the disciplin-
ary policy of threatening to separate children from their parents, 
install privacy curtains around toilets, supply more toys and age-
appropriate books to the children, and end the practice of requiring 
children to wear prison uniforms.

Settlements like these, which are made with individual deten-
tion facilities and/or regarding specific populations, will only bring 
about change to a single facility or population group. Neither the 
Flores nor the Bunikyte settlement has led to a change in immigra-
tion law or general detention practices. The hope, however, is that 
lawsuits like these will bring the larger problem of poor quality im-
migration detention facilities into the national spotlight. 

The strategy appears to be working. As a result of the ACLU’s 
work, Congress has begun to show concern over inadequate immi-
grant detainee medical care. In a hearing before the Subcommittee 
on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and In-
ternational Law last year, entitled “Detention and Removal: Immi-
gration Detainee Medical Care,” members of the ACLU and other 
non-profits, as well as doctors, detainees, and family members of 
deceased detainees, testified regarding the poor medical treatment 
provided by immigration detention facilities. An ICE official and 
the Medical Director of Immigration Health Services also testified. 
As a result of the hearing, Subcommittee Chairwoman Zoe Lofgren 
noted that it appeared that ICE’s detainee medical standards provide 
for inadequate treatment of individuals and are being implemented 
in an inappropriate manner. She claimed that the hearing was “one 
of the most important hearings that I have had an opportunity to 
participate in” and added that she hoped it would be “the first step 
in making necessary changes” to improve detainee medical care. 
The Subcommittee has yet to make any recommendations.

II. Improvement and Codification of ICE Detention Standards 
One of the first steps in improving detainee medical care will 

be to improve and codify the ICE Detention Standards for Medical 
Care and Suicide Prevention and Intervention. The standards must 
be binding on all facilities and should include the following provi-
sions, designed to improve mental health care in detention centers. 
First, mental health care must be made an integral part of medical 
care. To that end, the standards should require detention facilities 
to have at least one mental health professional on staff and provide 
individual and group counseling services. Second, the standards 
should require facilities to regularly screen detainees for significant 
psychological symptoms. Such screening must be done by mental 
health professionals as opposed to general detention center staff. 
Third, the standards should clearly define what a “timely response” 
to non-emergency sick call requests should be and should not al-
low response times to be longer than forty-eight hours. Fourth, they 
should require facilities to provide for means of increasing aware-
ness of available medical care, including prescription medication. 
Fifth, the standards should encourage facilities to only use isolation 
as a last resort for potentially suicidal detainees. Sixth, the standards 
should require that only persons with a background in psychiatry 
make medication decisions and that such decisions be made only 
after in-person consultations with detainees. Finally, they should 
define the time frame within which DIHS must respond to detain-
ee requests for outside medical care.

In addition, DIHS should work with the detention facilities to 
ensure faster and more consistent turn-around time for sick call re-
quests. This may require the hiring of additional DIHS staff mem-
bers as well as the creation of formal DIHS standards of review. 
DIHS should also include severe mental health problems in its defi-
nition of “emergency care,” to ensure that detainees with serious 
mental illnesses receive on-site medical care.

VI. CoNCLuSIoN

Immigration detention centers have a responsibility to provide 
safe and humane treatment to detainees in their custody. Given 
that one fourth of all detainees suffer from some mental health is-
sue, and are dependent on these facilities to fulfill their healthcare 
needs, it is crucial that these facilities provide quality mental health 
care. The consequences of not providing such care could be grave. 
Inadequate mental health care puts all detainees in physical danger 
and could unfairly damage mentally ill detainees’ chances of obtain-
ing legal status in the United States. 

This comment has argued that current ICE standards for mental 
health care have serious defects and are not being implemented in 
an appropriate or uniform manner. As a result, in just the last four 
years, thirteen detainees have committed suicide and over sixty-six 
have died while in custody. This comment has argued that while 
amending immigration law to avoid detaining mentally ill non-cit-
izens would be the ideal solution, it may not be politically possible 
in the near future. Realistically, increasing public awareness of the 
problem must be the first step, and non-profit organizations like the 
ACLU have already begun publicity efforts with testimony before 
Congress and lawsuits aimed at individual detention facilities. Next, 
Congress must make improving and codifying the ICE Detention 
Standards for Medical Care and Suicide Prevention and Interven-
tion a priority. Given that over 300,000 aliens are held in custody 
each year, the need for effective and enforceable standards is more 
critical than ever.                                                                                  n

Mary Clark is a law student at Temple University Beasley School of 
Law in the class of 2009. 
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Recently, a woman came 
into the Villanova Law 
Library looking for an old 
version of a Pennsylvania 
regulation from 2005.  

She was litigating a case involving a num-
ber of alleged nursing facility deficiencies, 
some of which occurred before the Medic-
aid regulations were amended in 2006.

Like most users of the Pa. Code, this at-
torney was interested in the regulations as 
they existed at a certain point in time. For 
most users, the time of interest is now. But 
in many cases, an attorney must locate an 
older version of a regulation for a case deal-
ing with actions that occurred before the 
effective date of the current regulation. To 
obtain previous versions of the code, rather 
than show her the route to the bound vol-
umes, I instead walked her to a computer 
terminal to find what she needed. 

In the future, she will know that a da-
tabase containing old versions of the Pa. 
Code is only a few keystrokes away. If you 
find yourself in a similar situation, know-
ing how to find the old regulations — many 
of which are online — will save you time 
and trouble.

Pennsylvania administrative agencies 
issue regulations arranged by subject 
matter and published as a multivolume 
looseleaf set called the Pennsylvania Code 
(Pa. Code).  The Pa. Code is updated by 
monthly installments.  The current ver-
sion is available in many large public and 
university libraries; law school, law firm 
and county law libraries; and online. The 
Pennsylvania Legislative Reference Bureau 

(LRB) Web site — pacode.com — allows 
users to browse and search the current ver-
sion of the Pa. Code for free. Commercial 
database providers Lexis and Westlaw also 
provide electronic versions of the Pa. Code. 
The LRB also publishes bound volumes of 
the pages of the Pa. Code along with the 
publication of the looseleaf pages, so the 
old versions of the regulations remain in 
the bound volumes.

How to verify whether a regulation is cur-
rent (by searching for recent amendments 
where they are regularly published in the 
Pennsylvania Bulletin) has been described 
in multiple sources. Less often described 
are the options for finding older versions of 
regulations that are no longer in the loose-
leaf Pa. Code.

FINDINg oLD REguLATIoNS: 

1996 To DATE

free Electronic resources: the 
Pennsylvania Bulletin online

The majority of Pennsylvania attorneys 
do not have easy access to a library contain-
ing the bound volumes of Pa. Code pages. 
Unfortunately, the LRB has not made these 
documents electronically available and has 
no plans to do so. However, the LRB has 
made copies of the 
Pennsylvania Bulletin 
electronically available 
dating back to 1996 at 
pabulletin.com. Just 
as it can be used to 
find recent changes to 
a regulation, both the 
Pennsylvania Bulletin 
and Pennsylvania Bul-

letin Online can be used to find the text of a 
particular amendment, or the original text 
of a regulation before amendment.

To find the older version of a regulation, 
start with the current regulation (online or 
hard copy) and examine the Source Note 
that appears at the end of the regulation’s 
text. See the example below of a safe drink-
ing water regulation. The Source Note in-
dicates when the regulation was originally 
adopted and the date of each subsequent 
amendment. You can then use this infor-
mation to search the online Pennsylvania 
Bulletin for the amended versions without 
having to physically search through the 
looseleaf volumes. Each Source Note also 
includes a serial number (in parentheses). 
This serial number indicates where in the 
bound volumes to find the text of the regu-
lation as it existed before the most recent 
amendment. 

fee-Based Electronic 
resources: lEXiS & WEStlAW

Lexis and Westlaw provide electronic ver-
sions of the Pa. Code. Both systems note, 
however, that any discrepancy between the 
electronic databases and the printed Pa. 
Code will be resolved in favor of the printed 
Pa. Code. Thus, these commercial data-
bases may be used for research purposes, 
but regulations found there should be com-
pared to the official version printed in the 
Pa. Code or the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

Lexis maintains electronic databases with 
older versions of the Pa. Code for each of 
the last four years. Each of these versions 
includes the regulations promulgated and 
amended as of the end of the year indicat-
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ed. However, the database directory path to 
these historical versions of the Pa. Code is 
not obvious. You can find them by starting 
at the main menu of legal research options 
and following this path: click on “States Le-
gal — U.S.,” then click on “Pennsylvania.” 
Click on “Find Statutes, Regulations, Ad-
ministrative Materials & Court Rules,” then 
“Statutes & Regulations,” then “Adminis-
trative Code Archive,” and finally choose 
the Pa. Code year you are seeking. 

Westlaw maintains electronic databases 
with older versions of the Pa. Code for each 
of the last six years. Each of these histori-
cal versions of the Pa. Code includes the 
regulations promulgated and amended as 
of the end of that year. To find these his-
torical versions of the Pa. Code, start at the 
main menu of legal research options and 
follow this path: click on the Directory tab 
at the top of the screen, select “U.S. State 
Materials” and choose “Pennsylvania.” 
Then, under “Administrative & Executive 
Materials,” choose the Pa. Code year you 
are seeking. 

Many county law libraries subscribe to 
Lexis or Westlaw and provide their patrons 
with free onsite access via one or more 
computers. However, the older Pa. Code 
databases are not included in all subscrip-
tion packages. Lexis also features the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin dating back to October 1, 
1994, and Westlaw offers the Bulletin back 
to January 5, 2002.

Printed resources: 
Bound Volumes

Only a small number of libraries have 
copies of the bound volumes of Pa. Code 
pages published by the LRB. The LRB is 
required to distribute copies of the bound 
volumes to any law school library in Penn-
sylvania that requests a copy, and to the 
following: The State Law Library; The Al-
legheny County Law Library; The Jenkins 
Law Library; The Pennsylvania Historical 
and Museum Commission’s Archives; The 
Commonwealth Court Library.

For anyone with easy access to one of 
these libraries, a law school library, or the 
LRB itself, finding the printed version of 
an out-of-date Pennsylvania regulation is a 
straightforward process. 

In the drinking-water regulation exam-
ple, the serial number in parentheses indi-
cates that the text of the regulation prior to 
the amendment on June 18, 2004, is found 
at page 303174 of the bound volumes. The 
bound volumes, and the pages within each 
volume, are numbered sequentially. The 
range of sequential pages included in each 
volume is printed on the spine. As the 

Source Note here indicates, this regulation 
was amended only once, on June 18, 2004, 
since its original adoption. If it had been 
amended more than once, the old version 
of the regulation, found at page 303174, 
would have its own Source Note including 
a serial page number for the preceding ver-
sion of the regulation. 

This example also indicates that the orig-
inal version of the regulation was adopted 
on July 20, 2001. The text of the regulation, 
as adopted, was published on July 21, 2001, 
in Volume 31, page 3938 of the Pennsylvania 
Bulletin. 

FINDINg REguLATIoNS: PRE-1996

An attorney seeking the old version of a 
regulation that predates Lexis and Westlaw 
coverage can use the Pennsylvania Bulletin 
Online as long as the regulation was ad-
opted in 1996 or later. In the unlikely event 
that someone is seeking an old version of 
a regulation as it existed before 1996, the 
options are few.

First, if the Source Note indicates that it 
has not been amended since its adoption, 
there is no older version to find. Second, 
any Pennsylvania regulation adopted on 
or after July 4, 1970 can be found in the 
printed issues of the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin, which began publication on that date. 
Several college, university and law school 
libraries hold copies of the Pennsylvania 
Bulletin prior to 1996. Regulations promul-
gated before 1970, predating the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin, can be requested from the 
promulgating agencies. 

However, Pennsylvania administra-
tive agencies have a history of unhelpful 
responses to these requests, according to 
Erwin C. Surrency’s “Research in Pennsyl-
vania Law.” More recently, such requests 
have routinely been referred to the LRB, 
which charges $.75 per page to copy old 
regulations from its incomplete collection 
of regulations predating the Pennsylvania 
Bulletin. 

Traditional library collections and newer 
electronic databases are a powerful com-
bination of research tools.  As the options 
grow, however, efficient research depends 
on knowing which resource to use.  With 
the tools available online and in print at se-
lect law libraries, locating prior versions of 
agency regulations can be faster than you 
would have imagined  — and you may not 
even have to leave your desk.                      n

Matthew McGovern is reference librarian 
at Villanova University School of Law. His 
e-mail address is mcgovern@law.villanova.
edu.

  

new leadership Videos
the Philadelphia Bar Association’s leader-
ship Video Series continues to grow since 
its launch in 2007. the newest additions 

feature talks with 
Philadelphia’s new 
Police commissioner 
charles ramsay and 
city councilwoman 
maria Quinones-San-
chez. Hear what local 
leaders and newsmak-

ers have to say about what shaped their 
lives and careers, and what they see for 
the future of Philadelphia in these short, 
sharp features. View the videos at phila-
delphiabar.org, or download and view 
them on a video iPod or similar device.
 

american Bar Foundation
the American Bar foundation, a national 
research institute for the empirical study 
of law, has launched a re-vamped Web site 

to serve as a con-
solidated resource 
for scholars, findings 
and publications 
of the founda-
tion. Afte a year of 
development, the 
site went live in may 
with a new flexible 

infrastructure that better serves the needs 
of members, faculty and the public. find 
the American Bar foundation online at 
americanbarfoundation.org.

BlackBerry use increases
the number of lawyers who use smart-
phones or BlackBerrys to do legal research
is on the rise from last year. respondents 
to the 2008 ABA legal technology Survey 
report reported that 42 percent use their 
PDA to conduct legal research while away 
from the office, an increase from 31 per-
cent in the 2007 report. Use of laptops for 

remote legal research also 
increased from 77 percent 
to 85 percent since last 
year. this year’s survey re-
vealed that the most-used 
PDA feature by respon-
dents was telephone and 
real-time e-mail functions. 
locations for PDA use 

varied among respondents: 87 percent 
reported using them at home, 77 percent 
said they use them in transit, 72 percent 
reported using them in hotels and 70 
percent said they use them in airports. All 
locations saw an increase over the results 
from the 2007 survey.

Tech   BrieFs
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BOOk rEvIEw  By hARoLD k. CohEN

off the record: the press, the government, 
and the War over anonymous sources
By Norman Pearlstine
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007, 320 pages, 
($15)

When Patrick Fitzger-
ald became Special 
Prosecutor charged 
with investigating 
the leak of Valerie 

Plame’s name to the media by a person 
or persons then unknown in the Bush Ad-
ministration, many people undoubtedly 
thought that some big names were going 
to be implicated. Since that time, those 
same people have no doubt been remind-
ed (again) that’s not how the game works. 
Someone gives up their body and the capo 
and/or vice-capo manage to take care of 
them later.

So Scooter Libby took the bullet and, 
before he had served one day in the slam, 
President Bush commuted his sentence 
because it was “too high.” I can’t rid my-
self of the notion that the act of President 
Bush came as not much of a surprise to the 
Scooter. I also suspect that, as the Bush Ad-
ministration winds down, there’s a presi-
dential pardon in the future for Libby. 

For all the sound and fury, that’s what 
will be the official legal and political lega-
cy of L’Affaire de Scooter: not much more 
than politics as usual, with the marks 
to be blown away quickly in the sands 
of time. And I have the sense that the 
pardon-to-come will be met with only luke-
warm objections, since most people find it 
hard to work up any real animus for Libby, 
believing full well that he was nothing but 
a stand-in for the real Wizard behind the 
curtain who actually pulled the strings.

Norman Pearlstine, who grew up in the 
Philadelphia area, attended Haverford Col-
lege and the University of Pennsylvania Law 
School, and then scooted (did I just write 
that?) from the area to pursue his definitely 
non-law muse, devotes part of his story to 
recounting the public history of said affaire 
and another to some matters that are not 

part of the unofficial public record. Pearl-
stine examines the issues that affected him 
directly and that could influence the rel-
evant law for some time to come. 

Throughout the book, and specifically in 
the appendix that reproduces Time Inc.’s 
new guidelines, readers learn to define 
the various types of anonymous sources, 
including background, off the record, not 
for attribution, deep background, confiden-
tial and “double super secret background,” 
Time reporter Matt Cooper’s playful de-
scription in the e-mail he sent to two of his 

colleagues at Time of the two-minute con-
versation he had with source Karl Rove that 
was at the core of his and Time’s conflict 
with Special Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald. 
Readers also see that there is little or no 
uniformity in journalism on the meaning 
of these various terms and precious little 
understanding of them.

The heart of the book and the most in-
teresting, however, is Pearlstine’s personal 
involvement as editor-in-chief of Time Inc. 
in at first resisting and ultimately comply-

ing with Fitzgerald’s efforts to get Time’s 
employee’s (Matt Cooper) materials rela-
tive to his source.

Pearlstine relates in substantial detail 
how he wrestled with the problem of how 
to respond to the special prosecutor’s sub-
poena once all available appeals had been 
exhausted. Time Inc. was already under 
a civil contempt order from the court and 
a more serious criminal contempt order 
loomed large in the near future.

Using the tools he learned at law school, 
he carefully reviews the well known cases 
bearing on freedom of the press, including 
the Pentagon Papers cases, the 1972 case of 
Branzburg v. Hayes, and other cases of note. 
The exegesis is clear and easy to read, as 
is the writing throughout, and by the end, 
readers will understand why Pearlstine de-
cided to comply with Fitzgerald’s demands, 
if not agree with that decision. Most of the 
press and almost all of the lawyers who 
represent it greeted his decision at the time 

with self-righteous outrage. That near 
unanimous public, and at times quite 
personal, rejection has apparently be-
come much less monolithic with the 
passage of time and permitted a more 
thorough evaluation of the circumstanc-
es Pearlstine faced. Pearlstine gives us a 
nuanced first-person look at the history 
and strength of the media in forming pub-
lic opinion.

The rest of the book deals with the issue 
of the status of federal and state shield laws 
providing varying degrees of protection to 
journalists, using cases to illustrate results 
in the courts of in civil suits, either those 
filed against a publication or when the 
publication is not a party to the case but 
has source information that another party 
wants to use in a suit against the federal 
government. One such case was brought by 
Wen Ho Lee, the scientist working at the 
Los Alamos nuclear laboratory, 

after his release against the Depart-
ment of Justice, the Energy Depart-
ment and other federal officials for 
violating his rights under the Pri-
vacy Act by ‘leaking’ information 
about him to the news media to cov-
er up their own security failures. He 
... subpoenaed six reporters ... seek-
ing the names of their confidential 
government sources.

In determining that Lee was entitled to 
that information, the federal district court 
for Washington, D.C., and the federal 

Source Material
A Memoir of Conflict Between Media, 
Government Over Anonymous Sources
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Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit relied 
on Branzburg, even though Branzburg in-
volved a grand jury investigation of crimi-
nal activity while Lee was involved in a civil 
suit, to which neither the various publica-
tions nor their employees were party.

Pearlstine uses these cases and others to 
make his case for the passage of a federal 
shield law. Even though all but one of our 
states currently has such a shield law, they 
all differ and, without a federal statute on 
the subject, permit the uncomfortable re-
sult that the issue may be treated one way 
in cases pending in a state’s courts and a 
different way if the case is federal in nature 
and pending in the federal courts of that 
same state. The current outlook for a fed-
eral shield law is apparently not optimistic.

If you have any interest in one or more 
of the subjects covered by Mr. Pearlstine’s 
book, I strongly recommend you read this 
book. The writing is crystal clear, the nar-
rative logical and fascinating at times, and 
the information both interesting and im-
portant.                                                       n

Harold K. Cohen, (hkcohen@hotmail.
com), an editorial board member of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer, is a sole practitioner in 
Philadelphia.

We Also Suggest ...
true tales of trying times 
By Bob Rains
Willow Crossing Press, 2007, 
144 pages, $19.95

Subtitled “Legal Fables for Today,” this is 
a small but humorous hardback collection 
of stories based upon real cases, with cita-
tions provided. The author is a Dickinson 
law professor who has written a rhyming 
moral at the end of each story summary, 
and the book is illustrated with drawings 
by sisters referred to as E.A. Jacobsen.

Some of the stories have been reported in various bar publications over the years, 
but Rains interprets them in a way which points to the follies of litigants and the legal 
system. A forward by Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice J. Michael Eakin sets the 
tone for the head-shaking irony which follows.

Family relationships and crime are the prime topics of these fables. Among the cas-
es arising in Pennsylvania is one of the driver’s license applicant who refused to open 
his eyes for his photo, claiming freedom of expression under the First Amendment. 
As you can imagine, he lost, taking the case all the way to the Commonwealth Court. 
A Texas case involved an unhappy family law litigant who paid court-ordered attor-
ney’s fees to the adverse counsel in pennies; the court made him pay the attorney’s 
bank redemption charges, and more attorney’s fees, and costs, in paper currency.

— reviewed by David i. grunfeld
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a gathering of the city’s prominent african-american judges in 1978 features (seated, 
left to right) Judge levan Gordon, Judge robert a. Wright, Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
Chief Justice robert n.C. nix Jr., Judge doris Mae harris, Judge Curtis Carson, Judge 
Clifford Scott Green, and (standing, left to right) Judge ricardo Jackson, Judge lyn-
wood Blount, Judge Charles Wright, Judge Calvin Wilson, Judge Paul dandridge, Judge 
lawrence Prattis, Judge Julian King, Judge norman Jenkins, Judge Mathew W. Bullock 
Jr., and Judge William f. hall Jr.

197819781978
Barristers’ Association Luncheon





We put out the panic.

The hours immediately following a fire are critical. Panic and confusion reign. But
even as emotional concerns engulf your client, practical questions take over. What
should they do first? How will they deal with the insurance people? Who’s on their side? 

Since 1964, IAB’s expert claims adjusters have been helping clients like yours cope
with and recover from catastrophe. We don’t work for the insurance company. We work
for the policy holders. Our experience, tenacity and knowledge of every detail result
in the maximum allowable settlement – typically far greater than they’d get on their
own – and restore peace of mind.

Someday, a client in crisis may turn to you for help. That’s when you turn to us.
Call IAB – before the smoke clears. 1-800-441-7109 or iabclaims.com
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